Encounter Overland
Johannesburg to London
15 September 1973

An account by Michael Hunt

This account is based on a description of an Encounter Overland (EO) expedition from
Johannesburg to London that I wrote for a larger memoir in 2015 from memory, supported by my
Michelin maps of Southern and Northern Africa on which I’d traced our route and overnight stops
during the journey. I also kept my two passports – see the reason for having two when we reach
Zambia – and, most importantly, I’d saved my photo collection, which I recently had digitised. This
is a personal account, therefore it’s bound to differ in some ways from any made by my fellow
travellers, so I apologise to those whose names I’ve forgotten, but whose faces I remember, and for
the inevitable inaccuracies. I’d be delighted to hear from anyone who was either on that, or a
similar journey, in both directions. Michael Hunt, Wigan, June, 2017. My e-mail address is
mj.hunt@blueyonder.co.uk

Johannesburg to London Overland – 15th September 1973
I’d arranged to meet a party of overlanders in a hotel car-park in Johannesburg very early
on the 15th of September. Since arriving from Cape-Town I’d been staying with old friends
from when I’d lived in Nyasaland/Malawi, who drove me to the hotel. Milling around in the
car-park was a mixed bunch of travelers; these people were to be my travelling companions
over the next *three months. Some had even brought bottles of champagne, so, by the time I
arrived the mood was festive and loaded with anticipation.
*As it turned out this was an over-optimistic estimation, but that was the way with longdistance travelling back then … no doubt it still is.
Our vehicles were two ex British Army Bedford trucks – four-wheel drive with high
clearance – each pulling a trailer to carry our allocation of one bag per person, together with
all our tents and other equipment – we soon learned that packing the trailer each morning
was more an art than a science and we very quickly had the task reduced to ten minutes.
We were divided into two – the lead group in a light blue truck called ‘Granny’,
presumably because she was the oldest in the EO fleet, and the second in a younger version
dubbed ‘The Clockwork Orange’. We would drive in convoy and camp together at night,
although each truck had independent domestic arrangements. The leader was Ray Wolfe
and there were two other drivers – Clive Imrie and Mark Neilson (known as ‘Kiwi’). Seats,
rescued from a coach, ran along both sides of the trucks, and, under these were lockers for
personal possessions; a collapsible stove was fixed behind the cab together with racks for
pots, pans and plates, etc. A tarpaulin hooked over a metal frame protected us against the
weather.
At our first stop we drew up rosters for food buying, cooking and washing-up duties.
There was a stack of tinned stuff for emergencies otherwise we were to buy food in local
markets – which would be all in with the cost. Water was carried in tanks fitted on the
outside of the trucks, but we were expected to carry, and use, our own purifying tablets.
While water wasn’t rationed to begin with, Ray said that it would be in the desert; that’s
when all the chaps decided to grow beards, in fact, we made a competition out of it, with a
prize for the longest beard to be decided when we reached Europe – in the end, this was
forgotten about, which is understandable given the circumstances of the journey. Toilet
stops would be ‘boys to the left, girls to the right’ and spades were slung along the sides of
the trucks for latrine duties and for digging the trucks out when they got bogged down.
The thought of living in the back of a truck for three months might sound outlandish, or
even crazy, now, but on that chilly early morning in Johannesburg, after I’d travelled across
the Middle-East to India via Turkey, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and India, then
through Malawi and Rhodesia to Cape Town and around South West Africa, I didn’t think
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of it like that. My first concerns were to stow my pack in the trailer, find somewhere to sit
in the truck and meet my fellow travellers.
Ray had done the journey from England, but the other drivers had been recruited in South
Africa, so only Ray knew where we were heading. All in all, it seemed an ambitious route
and itinerary, although I hadn’t thought about it much. The two main aspects to this journey
were to be the route and what we’d see and do on it, and, because I’d recently been a
sociology student, I was interested in how a disparate group of people would get on in such
close proximity for so long.
It soon became clear that some already knew each other, since Ray had arranged a ‘test’
run. There were also several couples and two small clusters of friends. First of all, though,
the group – I’ll only describe the group on Granny, which was my vehicle – was a mix of
nationalities. It broke down something like this: two South Africans (a couple), six English,
four Swiss, a New Zealand girl, a Dutch girl, two Irish nurses and a German medical doctor,
Detlev Kahl. It was very useful to have medical people on such a journey, as would be
proved on two occasions in Zaire. The age range was from about twenty-one to thirty-five –
at thirty-three I was one of the oldest. Three English girls at first seemed out of place; in
their passports they were all described as ‘the honourable’ – I’d come across this with an ex
Harrow pupil who’d been on my Land-Rover journey to India. He’d explained that the title
was given to the children of knights or lords and that it could be useful at airports, where the
holder could expect VIP treatment; however, outside Europe, he’d found it of little use. All
three girls had been holidaying in South Africa.
The other well represented nationality was the Swiss. I never knew whether any of them
had known each other before the journey, but they quite naturally tended to sit together,
although, to their credit, they were not at all divisive. As the journey progressed, little
friendships – and, occasionally, un-friendships – emerged and it was interesting to see how
people dealt with personal problems and how practical difficulties were overcome without
referring things to Ray or the drivers.
In a way, the trucks were like mobile villages, with their gossipers, their trouble-makers,
their peace-makers, their loners, their jokers, their workers and their skivers, etc; but all
these traits showed themselves only from time to time over the whole of the journey; they
certainly weren’t apparent at the beginning, or all the time. An anthropologist would have
had a great time on this journey, as would a sociologist, but, of course, I was only ever
partly aware of what went on and I could hardly be considered impartial.
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Meeting my fellow ‘overlanders’ in a Johannesburg Hotel car-park, 15th September 1973. Two of the young
English ‘honourables’, Kat and ? in the foreground. There are signs of a champagne send- off – the Swiss, I
think. Annette Leutert is in red on the right.

The journey to Victoria Falls, which took three days, was uneventful, although our second
night stop was near to West Nicholson, which was to play a significant part in my first
book, ‘Matabele Gold’ (still available from Amazon). At the Falls I bumped into a family
I’d known in Malawi, which shows that I couldn’t travel far in this part of Africa without
seeing someone I knew.
When I drove around Australia in 1966, I’d been lucky to meet a pilot who flew me over
Ayers Rock, and the same thing happened here, so now I have a great series of aerial photos
of this remarkable site. Also, I’d never had a camera whenever I’d visited it in the past, so I
was able to put that right.
However, because of political problems between UDI* affected Rhodesia and Zambia,
the bridge between them was closed, so we had to detour to the west, where we crossed via
a ferry at a village called Mambova in the Caprivi Strip**– or ‘Zipfel’ as it appears in my
Michelin. This was to be the first of many ferry crossings that sometimes were fraught with
difficulties, especially those in Zaire (Congo), which were often primitive, requiring an act
of faith that they were capable of reaching the far bank without sinking or being swept
away. Most of these ferries were propelled by muscle power as very few had motors, but
they always did the job and they proved to be much more stable than they looked. They also
had the advantage of an enforced stop where we could stretch our legs, wander around and
take photos. Sometimes, even, they precipitated an early camp, especially if the musclepower had gone off duty for the day.
*Unilateral Declaration of Independence – Ian Smith and all that.
**The Caprivi Strip is one of those peculiarities of the ‘Scramble for Africa’ in the 1890s.
The Germans (Caprivi was named after their Foreign Minister, Otto von Caprivi) had
wanted access to Tanganyika along the Zambezi (this was before they realised that the river
was un-navigable) so the Heligoland/Zanzibar Treaty was negotiated, whereby that North
Sea island, plus the Caprivi Strip, were ceded to Germany in exchange for Zanzibar. The
strip, which is still subject to a dispute between Botswana, Namibia and a ‘Caprivi
Independence Party’, has been used over the years for military and various clandestine
cross-border incursions. It also proved very useful to us, since we discovered that, in 1973,
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apart from a cursory glance at passports, there appeared to be no effective controls
between Rhodesia and Botswana, which allowed us access to Zambia. The ferry, which, in
practice acts as the border for all three countries, has tended to move over the years, since
it’s position is affected by variations in the level of the Zambezi.

Granny and Clockwork Orange at our first ‘tea break’ in South Africa on our way to Victoria Falls.
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The Main Falls – from the ground and from the air. I was lucky enough to cadge a flight
from a private pilot, as I had at Ayers Rock in 1966 in Australia.
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These two shots show how complex the ravine system is.
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It’s hard to take your eyes off the falls …

… or your camera – this was at sunset on the 19th of September.
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Two aerial shots of the head of the river before it flows over the falls.
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The bridge dividing Northern and Southern Rhodesia. Note the barrier ostensibly preventing movement
between them in 1973. We crossed over by ferry in the Caprivi Strip, a means of bridging the political ‘gap’
without drawing attention to ourselves or the actions of either government.
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The Rainforest
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The David Livingstone statue
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Vervet monkey

A wart hog couple
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Here’s junior …

… and here’s his grand-daddy
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From Lusaka, the Zambian capital, to the Tanzanian border at Tunduma is six hundred and
twenty miles and Ray was pleased when we covered it in two days, since it wasn’t tarred
and we were well ahead of the wet season. It looked as if we’d be in East Africa slightly
ahead of schedule, which would be good, since we were planning to visit game reserves, a
couple of the coastal towns and also climb Kilimanjaro. However, my ‘looked as if’ was a
thought too soon as we were about to hit our first problem, which was political. Ray
explained that coming south there’d been no difficulties crossing into Zambia; however,
going north turned out to be another matter altogether. The snag was that we all had South
African stamps in our passports, and South Africans, or people traveling from there, were
persona non grata in the devoutly socialist Tanzania. Consequently, their duty Immigration
Officer flatly refused us entry. There was no way around it – we had to drive all the way
back to Lusaka and set up camp outside town in expectation of a very long stay while we
requested our various High Commissions to issue us with untainted passports. Luckily, EO
had advised us to carry spare passport photos (see below for the passport story).
The dates on my map, confirmed by the stamps in my passports that this cost us the best
part of seven days – four travelling and three for the new passports to be issued. The speed
of this operation was a tribute to the efforts of the staff in all the consulates concerned.
Unfortunately, we had to leave our South African couple behind here, since they weren’t
allowed entry into Tanzania under any circumstances. I learned later that they’d anticipated
this and they weren’t expecting to be able to complete the whole journey. To Ray’s credit –
and also to EO’s – this long delay made no difference to our itinerary, even though we
didn’t reach Dar es Salaam until the twenty-second day instead of the fifteenth.
It wasn’t my first visit to this fascinating sea port – I’d been there in 1961 and it hadn’t
lost its magic over the years, whereas Mombasa, Jan Brown told me later, had become
westernised since I was last there. Dar, though, had retained its old-Africa charm.
Nevertheless, for the first time, we camped like the South African Voortrekkers had – in a
defensive circle – and we organised a rota of guards during our three-days there; this wasn’t
just because we were in Tanzania, it became our policy whenever we stayed in, or near,
large towns – you can see a photo of me doing that at Kano in Northern Nigeria.
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The ‘passport’ story. Top left, the tainted South African page. Top right, the new passport issued by the British
High Commission at Lusaka. Bottom left, refusal for entry to Tanzania at Tunduma on the 27th September. P7,
Far right, entry granted on 4th October. It cost us seven days and 1,240 miles.
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Southern Tanzania

The market, showing how fertile this part of Africa is, with pineapples, bananas and sweet potatoes
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We stop to look at Africa – and Africa stops to look at us.
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Mikumi National Park, just off the road to Dar-es-Salaam.

Sisal plantation, Tanzania on the way to Dar.
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22nd - 25th days. Dar-es-Salaam. Arrangements for a town camp – dawn on 8th October.
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Very early morning on the same day.

Ships queuing to enter the harbour in this shot and the previous one. Dawn on the East
African coast is a very beautiful time of day.
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Waiting for the ferry to arrive at a river crossing near Bagamoyo, Tanzania.
River crossings feature frequently in this section as we never saw a bridge north of the
Rhodesias. Such crossings gave us an opportunity to stretch our legs, meet the locals and take
photographs.

This was a very short crossing; sometimes the rivers were much wider, which often
entailed long waits – occasionally overnight – as in Zaire. That’s Simon Merren on the deck.
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We had now reached Bagamoyo, a little-known coastal town that didn’t seem ever to have
left the nineteenth century. Its name derives from the Swahili to ‘rest and not lose heart’
(interestingly,‘moyo’ means ‘life’ in Chinyanja the main language of Malawi; many words
are common to all Bantu languages). Whether the name is a reference to the slave trade or
to the tens of thousands of porters who descended on the town every year from the Great
Lakes region at the back end of the 19th century – ‘take off your load and rest’ – it isn’t
clear. However, Bagamoyo hadn’t been a major slaving centre since this was at Kilwa,
further to the south, so the second possibility is more likely. Early explorers, including
Speke and Burton, used it as a starting point for their journeys, although David Livingstone
wasn’t one of them, not, at least, in his life-time, although his body was brought to a church
here before it could be taken back to Britain.
Bagamoyo was big enough then to be the capital of German East Africa and there are signs
that it had once been a substantial harbour, particularly the remains of the wall and what
seems to have been a gateway. Even to the untrained eye the reason why the harbour fell
into disuse is clear – it became sand-bound, and there was nothing anyone could do about it.
Bagamoyo was later replaced by Dar-es-Salaam as the capital, presumably because of its
superior harbour. We spent two nights and a whole day there and I wandered up the beach
for a couple of miles, photographing some wonderful old fishing boats and the men
repairing them. There was also time to look at the town, to which nothing appeared to have
been added over the last seventy years, although it was by no means a ghost town, since
there was a thriving market, if not bustling streets, as can be seen in the photo below.

Main Street, Bagamoyo, Tanzania. Nothing appears to have changed since the 19 th Century.
It’s hard to believe that this was once the region’s principle town and harbour.
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Sea front and harbour walls. Below - what’s left of the harbour gates. Bagamoyo still has a thriving fishing
fleet.
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These boats, of all sorts and sizes, appeared to be fully functional and not abandoned.
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Dawn: Bagamoyo’s fishing fleet is very photogenic
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The boats shown on the last few pages were scattered along the beach. They all seemed to be in
Good working order.

Three men fixing a boat - detail from photo on Page 33.
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Kilimanjaro – October 21st to 26th (37th to 42nd day)
By now we’d travelled through some smaller game reserves and had become used to
camping in quite wild parts; we were also into the routine of scouring markets for fresh
vegetables and fruit. The cooking and chores rota was working well, with the keen cooks
demonstrating their skills and the rest of us acting as skivvies.
We now had to leave the coast and head for Moshi, where our group would temporarily
split into two – the majority going in Clockwork Orange for a week to be spent mostly on
the beaches of Mombassa, while the more energetic of us would climb Kilimanjaro. When
I’d signed up for the final leg of my year away I hadn’t realised that Kili would be on our
itinerary, since I’d been too engrossed in swatting for final university exams and finding an
alternative to the Trans-Siberia journey to concern myself with the finer details – earlier in
the year I’d planned to travel to Vladivostock and then find my way to Bombay via the Far
East, but the Russians revalued the ruble, which meant I didn’t have enough money for the
train.
I’d met a climber on Mlanje (the highest mountain in Malawi) who’d climbed Kili, so
now I tried to remember what he’d said about it; all I could recall was his describing it as a
‘very long uphill walk’. He’d climbed Mount Kenya as well, which had been – in his words
– ‘a proper climb’. “The important thing about climbing Kili,” he’d said, “is you’ve got to
be fit and you must get acclimatised to height slowly. It’s the altitude that does for most
people.” By the time we arrived in Moshi we’d been in the back of a truck for a month and
we’d had precious little exercise; what’s more, we were coming straight from the coast –
not the best preparation for altitude work. My friend had also said, “It gets bloody cold up
there – if you should ever do it, you’ll need to carry something warm … and don’t forget to
take some sugar supplement.”
I had nothing in my pack suitable for cold weather – I think the only thing I could muster
was a thin jumper – and I certainly didn’t have any glucose or barley sugar. Then I
remembered – when I’d visited a sheep farm in the Cape I’d bought a fleece as a souvenir.
I’d stuck it in the bottom of my pack not realising how useful it might be on the equator.
Also, Bina, the larger of our three ‘honourable’ young ladies, came to my rescue and loaned
me a quilted anorak. Finally, by a stroke of luck, we found a supply of glucose in an Indian
store in Moshi – especially stocked for climbers – which shows what opportunists Indian
traders are. I don’t know whether we were the least prepared party ever to climb an almost
20,000 foot mountain, but we probably weren’t far off it.
Another thing about the climb was that Ray, our leader, who wouldn’t be climbing
because of a lame leg, had said casually, “There are three huts on the way up; you’ll be
able to sleep in all of them.” But he hadn’t given us any other information, so we took his
word for it that the company had paid for them. As it turned out, there weren’t many others
climbing when we were there, just a small party of Austrians, but our group was about three
times their numbers, so I was concerned that we might have clashed. In the event, we
didn’t, and we all got along reasonably well.
Walking such a long way – it was three days up and two down – means that even though
you set off as a tight-knit group you eventually string out over about two miles, so there are
times when you imagine that you’re completely on your own. We’d hired a couple of
guide/carriers who’d pushed on ahead, since the track was pretty clear and it was unlikely
that we could get lost, although there’s one point on the plateau where a secondary track
veers off towards Mawenze, the lesser-climbed lower peak. However, unless the weather
closes down at that particular point, which it’s inclined to do on such a high plateau, we
weren’t likely to take the wrong track by mistake. But that intersection was still a day and a
half away.
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The first stage is through open woodland, partly cultivated and settled, then through
tropical montane forest where there’s a good deal of cloud condensation and many
mountain streams. I was struck by the tightly packed colossal trees festooned with ‘oldman’s beard’ and creepers, reminiscent of Tarzan films, although I doubt they’d support
anything larger than a medium-size monkey, let alone a two-hundred and twenty pounds
Johnny Weismuller.
After a good five hour’s climb we came out at the first hut – Mandara – which is the
biggest, since a guaranteed proportion of climbers won’t make it to the next hut – Horombo.
Kibo hut, three thousand feet below the summit, is quite small since even fewer climbers
make it to there. We pooled our food, got a fine stew going and made little forays into the
forest to see what it was like, although after the long climb we didn’t venture far. We all
had bunks to sleep in and everyone from our group was fit enough to continue the following
day. Just above the tree-line it’s also very damp and there’s much heather and shrub type
plants, a little like the proteas you find in the fynbos in the Cape. Eventually we came out
onto open moorland from where we got our first glimpse of Kili proper; the sky was an
intense blue and the mountain, with its distinctive glacier, was clear and sharp – there are no
shimmering horizons here – but it looked an awfully long way away. The incline wasn’t too
great, although here you begin to feel the first signs of oxygen depletion. Much is said about
this in the literature and I think maybe it’s a bit overstated, but it really can be a killer; all
the advice is to turn back if you’re in any doubt – i.e. if you begin to suffer some of the
symptoms, which are chest pains, intense breathlessness and nausea.
On the plateau are giant, primordial looking groundsels and equally giant lobelia that
grow as high as twelve feet; other vegetation gives the impression of a British moor – but
those weird looking, oversized plants, made me aware of being somewhere very different.
The going became increasingly steep, although it wasn’t uncomfortably so just yet; but,
as the second day progressed, I felt inclined to stop more often to ‘take in the view’. By
midday we were strung out over a mile, but it would have been foolish to try to catch up
with anyone. I learned later that those who walked in groups had little breath for
conversation. It took about eight hours to get to Horombo hut, which is just over 12,000
feet. Although we had enough food for a further cook-up, no-one felt energetic enough to
start on it until much later.
So far the weather had held, but, on the long hike to the hut, the summit kept
disappearing in mist and cloud, before, just as suddenly, appearing again. I hoped
desperately that it wouldn’t disappear when we started the final climb. However, we still
had another day’s slog ahead of us, for which we’d been advised to set out early, since we’d
need all the sleep we could get the following night as we’d have to start out in the early
hours of the morning.
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Kilimanjaro, as we saw it from the plain. We didn’t get a very good impression of its height, or the
distance we’d have to cover, but we did realise we might be unlucky with the weather.
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After leaving the agricultural land of the plain behind, we came to the lower
reaches of the rain forest

The evening of October 21st

– Mandara Hut – the larger one on the left – 9,000 feet.
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Some of our group at Mandara – the hut in the forest – on our first night on Kilimanjaro. Detlev Kahl, our
‘resident’ doctor, is in the middle and Tickey Teague in yellow.
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Next morning, the sun hitting this magnificent forest tree, with its accompanying ‘old man’s beard’, suggested
we were in for a fine day – but the weather had more for us in store.

Shortly after we started walking, the mist came down.
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‘Old Man’s Beard’

At last, after the long climb through the forest, we reached the plateau. But Kili was shrouded in mist. This is
Maryka, the Dutch girl, wondering if we’d even see the mountain, let alone climb it.
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Porters trekking across the plateau. The mist comes down very suddenly, but it goes just as quickly.

The vegetation on the plateau was reminiscent of that on Mlanje.
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Helichrysum (everlasting flowers) on the plateau.

Giant Lobelia at the edge of a ravine on the plateau – detail from a bigger shot.
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A clear view at last – this is Mawenze, the least climbed but more difficult second peak
of Kilimanjaro. The anxiety that every climber has, apart from breaking down physically, is
for the weather to spoil the whole experience. The Kili climb was no exception, since those
two nagging thoughts are in your mind all the time.
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Sunset on the second night.

And there it was at last, under a pristine sky – it had been misty half an hour previously. Snow-capped Kibo
with its menacing little sister, Mawenze.
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Kilimanjaro from the plateau as it is very recently. Anyone who doubts global warming should compare this
photo with the one above. It’s thought that the glacier will disappear altogether by the middle of this century
and poor old Kili will look like a gigantic slag-heap from this view-point.

We climbed in a semi-circle around Mawenze. Later, the cloud descended again, as did hopes for clear
weather.
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The sign says ‘Last Water’, before the alpine desert country (detail).

Three Austrians – the only other climbers on this side of the mountain – leaving the ‘Last Water’.
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Twenty minutes later – here comes the mist again
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Horombo, altitude 12,335 ft. Very basic accommodation – as was Kibo Hut. The notice reads:
‘Kilimanjaro Tourist Board. Keep the huts clean. Place rubbish in the bins’. The white ‘box’ in the top photo
must have been the kitchen and porters’ quarters. The little ‘boxes’ are the toilets.
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That’s Kilimanjaro under the cloud. Alpine desert country is devoid of all vegetation and Kibo hut is still out
of sight.

A break in the cloud – I could now see part of the mountain and, in the far distance, Kibo Hut.
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Sometimes it was almost a white-out – luckily the track was quite clear all the way.

Not far to go now – our New Zealander taking a breather. You can see the track we’d be taking the following
day.
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Beyond twelve thousand feet the moorland disappeared to be replaced by alpine country,
where I discovered the last drinking water on the mountain, a natural spring that
conveniently flowed across the path, so I couldn’t have missed it; it was also helpfully signposted ‘last water’. It was loose and gritty underfoot causing us to slide a bit on the steeper
parts, also there were hardly any plants – just lichen, moss and a few everlasting flowers
growing in isolated clumps, just like they did on Mlanje, although they appeared to be a
slightly different species. Eventually, though, at about thirteen thousand feet, the landscape
was reduced to rock and scree, completely devoid of any vegetation whatsoever.
By now our group had diminished in size; only when we got back did we learn what had
happened to those who hadn’t made it – all had turned back at different points, but no-one
seemed to suffer any longer term consequences. Kilimanjaro, we’d been told, brings out
your selfish streak and we’d been advised not to carry stuff for anyone faltering, since the
extra effort expended could create problems later. We’d also been told to advise anyone
suffering from chest pains to turn back while they were still able.
Kibo hut marks the beginning of the final climb. You can see it for miles before you get
to it – a tiny little rectangle set at the bottom of a scree slope. At first sight, it looks nothing
more than another rock, which for the first few miles doesn’t seem to get any closer; in fact,
after three hours, you’d swear it’s getting further away, since at 14,000 feet, your brain
doesn’t quite function normally. Walking now is a matter of fifteen paces, then stop to draw
breath, then another fifteen paces, and so on. Later you reduce it to ten paces, then in the
final thousand feet, five paces. It’s a weird sensation, since everything around you seems so
normal. I got to the hut, which is at 15,430 feet, in the early evening by which time
someone (bless them) was already making a stew and boiling a kettle (water boils up there
at a lower temperature, but it still boils). After that I went straight to bed; luckily, there were
just enough bunks for everyone.
The room was cold and the bunk uncomfortable. I didn’t get any sleep so I was glad
when three-o-clock came and we started preparations for the final push. There are several
good reasons for such an early start: firstly, it takes about five hours to climb the last four
thousand feet. Secondly, since you have to get all the way back to Mandara hut before the
following nightfall, it’s the only way it can be done. Thirdly, mist builds up after about
eight-o-clock and you don’t want to be climbing, or descending, when you can’t see.
Fourthly, you have to catch the sun rise over Mawenze – it’s one of the great sights of
Africa.
Kibo hut sits on the saddle between Mawenze and a well-worn track that zig-zags
towards the crater rim. We had no intentions of reaching the very highest point – Uhuru –
since it would have taken a further half day to get there. To all intents, if you reach
Gillman’s Point, where the track leads, you’ve climbed Kili – there isn’t a peak, as such, it’s
not that sort of mountain. You can’t see the rim in the dark, of course; you can’t even see
more than a few feet of the track in front of you, which is as well, because, looking back at
it in daylight, you could easily be put off by its length and steepness. On the morning of our
climb there was just enough star-light to make out where to put our feet; beyond that, it’s a
matter of getting one foot down in front of the other and gasping for breath every few steps.
Climbing in the mountaineering sense isn’t necessary; it’s more a matter of stamina and
doggedness. The going is loose scree and crumbly rocks; fortunately I had a pretty tough
pair of South African veldschoens, so my feet didn’t suffer.
In spite of the early start, I was half an hour below the summit when the sun rose four
hours later, so I took time out to admire it and take the obligatory photo, since such a great
moment should be savoured. Mawenze didn’t exactly ‘loom’ over the landscape, as I was
well above it by that point, but it was certainly imposing, with the sweep down the scree
slope towards it looking like a vast, vertigo-inducing, helter-skelter. The air warmed up
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surprisingly quickly – to that point it had been well below freezing – and soon I was
sweating, although I didn’t feel inclined to take my fleece off. It was now light enough to
see four of our group fifty feet ahead, just below the rim, which looked enticingly close.
The last hundred feet, though, seemed interminable; it took me all of half an hour to
negotiate them and I scrambled on all fours over the final twenty feet. Needless to say, by
that time my fleece was back in my pack.
Four of our group had made it to the top – later that day there’d be more – together with two
from the Austrian party, so we took photos and stared into the crater – the 350 foot deep
central core – which still casts the occasional sulphurous boiling smoke from its depths, in
contrast to its snowy outskirts. At its very centre there’s an inner crater with walls between
forty and sixty feet high that contains another minor cone, the middle of which falls away
into the thousand foot span of an ash pit.
For me, though, it was the glacier that was the most astonishing sight and I spent an hour
exploring it and taking photos. I remembered reading that the first time it had been reported
to the Royal Geographical Society in London, the news had been viewed with great
scepticism. How can ice and snow exist on the equator? It must have been a trick of the
light; or the traveller had been drunk. It really is a wild place and it isn’t sensible to hang
around for too long if you’re not properly equipped. For instance, it would have taken only
an hour to descend into the crater, since the climb down seemed quite feasible. But, once
you were in there, you’d need camping gear, as it would be almost impossible to climb back
up and get down to Kibo hut in the same day, particularly if you wanted to explore the
crater .
The descent was quite hairy as there’s a great temptation to ignore the zig-zags of the
path and it’s difficult to put the brakes on while you’re virtually glissading down the scree.
We’d been warned, though, about losing height too rapidly, since a sudden increase in air
pressure and temperature is dangerous – people have died doing it too quickly – so I slowed
down and took Bina’s parka off; but by the time I was a thousand feet down from Kibo hut I
was in shirt sleeves again. From there on it was a long, hard slog back for our final night at
Mandara hut, missing out Horombo this time. In spite of it being downhill all the way, we
were all pretty tired, foot-sore and mightily relieved when we were re-united with Granny
and the non-climbers the following day. I think about eight of us had made it to the top out
of the twelve who started out, which wasn’t a bad success rate, given our negligible
preparations.
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One of the great sights of Africa is the sun rising over Mawenze (16,893 ft). I took this from a hundred feet
below the summit. Because of the conditions, I’ve had to adjust lighting and colour, however, it’s just possible
to make out the curvature of the earth in the distant plain.
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Gilman’s Point – only twenty feet to go. You don’t need to be a mountaineer to get up there.

The view from the top. Kilimanjaro, a dormant, giant stratovolcano, at 19,341 feet is the world’s
fourth highest mountain, although it has the highest elevation from plain to summit in the world.
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The top – Gilman’s Point – early morning, 24th October. Me with Detlev Kahl,
the German doctor, our guide, and Max and Peder, two of our Swiss passengers. The theory really did work.
We’d timed the final three thousand five hundred feet to meet the sunrise to perfection. The summit was
cloud-free and we’d left ourselves ample time to take a good look around.
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The Secondary Crater (beyond the glacier) from Gilman’s Point.

The Glacier. You can see the earth’s curvature here, also. The glacier is diminishing in size. One day it’ll be
gone.
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Inside the Crater
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The Ice-field, with the Glacier in the background

Interesting fact: in Ernest Hemingway’s ‘The Snows of Kilimanjaro’ he describes the
corpse of a leopard that had been stranded on the glacier in the nineteen-thirties – this is
quite true as I’ve seen a photo of it – the leopard is long gone now. Also, Wilfred Thessiger,
the explorer, reported seeing wild dogs as high as the rim of the crater, although it would
be most unusual to see any animals up there now.
Kenya, then back to Tanzania – 27th October to 1st November (43rd to 48th day)
Looking at the map now I’m reminded that we did a very extensive tour of Kenya and
Tanzania. When I’d made the arrangements to join the party it had been made clear that,
apart from getting to London, the whole idea was to see as much of the countries we’d be
travelling through as possible and, so far, Ray had been as good as EO’s word, in spite of
our losing a week over the Tanzanian pass-ports set-back. Our general direction through
Kenya was to be north-west, with our immediate target being Kampala in Uganda via
Eldoret. However, once again, politics and fate were to play their hands. By the time we
arrived in Nairobi it had become clear that it wouldn’t be safe to travel through Uganda. Idi
Amin was two years into his murderous regime and advice all round was to keep well away.
In effect, this meant dropping down south again, back into Tanzania. Nairobi, which I’d
visited three times previously, had never impressed me, and my final visit did nothing to
change my mind, although some in our party were keen to buy carvings and other
mementos.
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Lake Naivasha to the north-west, on the other hand, had a wonderful diversity of bird-life
and was well worth the visit. During the next few days we passed through the Masai-Mara
Game Reserve, the Ngorongoro Crater – a colossal, ‘flattened’ extinct volcano – unlike
Kili, which is only dormant – and Serengeti National Park. You’ll have seen countless films
of these places, so I won’t describe any of them in detail apart from to say that they lived up
to expectations.
One experience in the Serengeti, though, is worth recounting. The rains had struck just
after we arrived and this meant that we got bogged down in mud and failed to clear the park
boundary by dusk, so we had to pitch our tents in the reserve, which was against the rules,
however, we had no option. The night was peaceful, but I woke in the morning to
something snuffling around my tent. I clambered out only to come face-to-face with a
buffalo, which I knew to be potentially the most deadly animal in Africa. I retreated. When
I looked out again I was amazed to see our group already up and about; cooking, brewing
tea, eating and packing tents, not exactly surrounded by, but in amongst, a herd of about
thirty of them.
No-one appeared to be taking any notice of the animals, and the animals appeared to be
taking no notice of them. As far as our group was concerned, it was as if they were farmyard Herefords; neither human nor buffalo – not even the big bulls – ‘batted an eye’. It was
the most surreal moment of the whole trip. I carried on with my own ablutions and ate and
packed and loaded my tent, while these wild, highly dangerous animals grazed around the
site as if it were the most natural thing in the world. I wish I’d had the nerve to take photos,
but I thought that at any moment the buffalo might realise the inappropriateness of their
behaviour – and ours – and mount a frenzied attack. But it didn’t happen. We simply
packed the trailer, cleaned up the site – while still surrounded by the wild beasts – and
drove off into the dawn, leaving the herd to graze in peace. Nobody even remarked about it
afterwards.

A bull buffalo watches us with interest.
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Villagers near the Serengeti.

Back to the Serengeti, though, and the scene of our first – but by no means last – bogging
down. I hadn’t mentioned that during the course of our travels in Kenya we’d fallen in with
an American couple called Jones, who were, I believe, film producers, although I never
knew what sort of films they produced. They were also doing a trans-Africa overland
journey in a fancy four-wheel drive American overlander, which pulled one of those
collapsible mobile homes. Ray invited them to join us in our little caravan, a decision
which, to me, made good sense, although I did hear some passengers moaning about it, one
of the criticisms being that he was spending more time of an evening with them than with
us.
My own view, which I expressed at the time, was that Ray had to put up with us all
during the day, so he had every right to choose his own company at night; also, travelling in
a larger group would be safer, since none of us knew what political problems might blow
up, or what could happen on the road where an extra vehicle might prove crucial. This
argument was borne out in the Serengetti when Granny slid into a water-logged gully and,
because the Overlander was equipped with an electric winch on the front bumper (or
‘fender’ to Americans) we were out within seconds of being hitched up. Thereafter, the
Jones’s vehicle became a familiar part of our convoy and there weren’t any more
complaints about them.
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The vagaries of weather: the continent’s weather pattern is an important factor in transAfrican journey planning. For instance, the best time to travel is in the winter, when it’s dry
and cool. However, winter in the Southern Hemisphere is summer in the Northern, and we
were crossing hemispheres. Consequently, our journey started at the beginning of the South
African summer when, if it rains, it wouldn’t matter too much since we’d be mostly on
tarmac until we reached Zambia; but, no matter how we planned it, there’d always be a
point during which we’d be travelling during the ‘non-sensible’ time of the year, when it
would either be too hot or too wet.
This conundrum holds true particularly when you have to cross equatorial Zaire (now
Congo) and the Sahara, since Zaire can be incredibly wet and the Sahara fiercely hot. So,
one way or the other, we were going to hit one of these regions at the worst possible time.
As it happened, we arrived in Zaire towards the end of its wet season, while we were able to
cross the Sahara when the temperature rarely rose beyond 90° Fahrenheit (more of which
later).
We reached Mwanza, on the southern shore of Lake Victoria, without any more mishaps,
but we had to take a ferry for about five miles across an arm of the lake, otherwise we’d
have had to make a hundred and forty miles detour to the south; these are the vagaries of
travel in Africa. Of course, they’re also the joy and challenge of such journeys – mishaps
and delays – or ‘lets and hindrances’ as the old passports called them – being the subject of
tales, liable, of course, later to be exaggerated to embellish them. Ferry crossings, also, were
the few occasions when we were able to mingle with the locals, since we tended to have a
common purpose – also, they, and the river or lake, can be very photogenic.

Serengeti Giraffe
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Ngorongoro Crater – an extinct, ‘flattened’ volcano.
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Different aspects of the Ngorongoro Crater.
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Inside the Crater – taken by Mark Neilson, the Orange driver, with his telephoto lens
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Dramatis Personae at a kill: Vultures, jackals, hyaenas and humans with cameras. The beauty of
Ngorongoro is that nothing can be done in private – there’s virtually no cover, so a kill can be
seen from miles away – which means it’s an open invitation to all and sundry.
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The classic African duo – zebra and wildebeeste.

And a classic African picture of leisure.
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Hippo pool in Ngorongoro
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Flamingos

A final look at the crater
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All creatures great and small – rhinoceros beetles caught in flagrante by Mark Neilson in the Mara.

Soldier ants returning to the nest.
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.
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Masai in the Mara – a very striking people.
Traditional Masai male dance – the Masai are known for their elegance and athleticism.
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But they’re not averse to a bit of posing
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Thorn trees have their uses – the Masai-Mara
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Lake Nakuru. We were out of season - there can be as many as two million pink flamingos here.
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Cormorants and dead trees. The water is highly alkaline and algae-rich – hence the flamingos.
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Goliath Heron

This dodgy looking shot of Granny, taken from Orange, shows why we couldn’t clear the Serengeti by
nightfall, as we should have. Jan Brown is at the back in the orange shirt with Ticky Teague.
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The Jones’ in their Overlander also had to negotiate a spot of bother in the Serengeti.

Rules for the ferry across an inlet in the southern shore of Lake Victoria.
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This five miles crossing saved us a hundred and forty miles on the road.

Busisi village and ferry, Lake Victoria, Tanzania
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The jacaranda seen in the picture on the previous page.

The village from the ferry. Huge boulders are a feature of the lake – at least in this area.
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Faces on the ferry.

Village and boulder islands in Lake Victoria.
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Fast food for the ferry
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Bath-time

Kagera River, Tanzania/Rwanda border.
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Wash-day – Annette Leutert with Joanne and Ticky Teague in the shadows, near Lake Victoria, October.
Notice the swing down back gates, which played a part in Ray’s near disaster in Zaire.

Looking back. Granny approaching Rwanda. We spent a lot of time sitting up-top.
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Rwanda and Zaire (Congo) – 2nd November to 25th November (49th to 72nd day)
Rwanda is possibly the most beautiful of the north-central African countries. It’s very
mountainous and banana groves appear to cling to every cultivatable slope. Long horned
Ankole cattle wander freely and it’s densely populated. There were no signs of the ethnic
tensions that set Hutu against Tutsi so drastically in later years, although, when you’re
travelling in a group such as ours, you don’t get an opportunity to meet people, apart from
in the markets and on the ferries, and then you’re often distracted by buying food or getting
the trucks on and off safely.
After four days travelling through Rwanda, we reached Zaire – now the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. As with Rwanda, nobody then could have envisaged what dreadful
fate would befall its people in the 1990s, however, while we were passing through, there
were no signs of what was to come, although the people appeared less well fed than the
Rwandans and the wayside markets were fewer, with some, almost bereft of vegetables and
fruit, selling withered looking sweet potatos and other roots.

A universal picture – seeing them to school – Rwanda.
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Village market
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Kibingo – a small town just over the Rwandan border.

A crowded marketplace – Rwanda is one of the most densely populated countries in Africa.
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Market place crowd
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A discerning smoker – he’s either just bought the tobacco or he’s about to sell it.
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Every cultivatable space seemed to be given over to banana growing.

Ankole cows, long-horned and docile, are the cattle of choice in Central Africa.
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There seemed to be a view like this at every turn on the road to Kigali in Rwanda.

Ankole cattle roam freely here.
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What struck me most about Rwanda was its greenness.
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In Rwanda many isolated huts and banana groves didn’t seem to be connected to a village.
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Hillside settlement, Rwanda

A busy wayside market. All surplus food seems to be available.
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Colourful prints are favoured in most parts of Central and Sub-Saharan Africa.
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The crossroads. There’s little chance of getting our route wrong here.

Zaire (Congo)
Crossing the border into Zaire on our 54th day proved almost comical. Ray had told us that
on the way south he’d been floored by the insistence of their immigration officers that every
passenger had to demonstrate that they had approximately £500 worth of local currency in
their possession; ostensibly, this was to ensure that, should we run into problems, we’d have
enough cash to resolve them; however, I think it was more likely to ensure that we spent as
much as possible locally – a highly optimistic hope in our case given the typical
overlander’s financial status. Whatever the reason, this presented a serious complication.
Ray told us that, when he and his south-bound passengers had considered the only
alternative route that would by-pass Zaire, they realised they would have to travel through
Sudan, which was ‘out-of-bounds’ due to a civil war. If they couldn’t have found a way
around the problem they’d have been well and truly stuck.
In the end the answer had proved simplicity itself. Ray got his passengers to pool all their
Zairean currency, which the first three took into the customs post. After the officers had
counted it, the passengers passed it back to Ray, who handed the same money to the next
three passengers, and so on, until everyone had been granted entry. The immigration
officers knew what was happening, but they seemed reluctant to refuse entrance to such a
large party. Thankfully, the same procedure worked perfectly for us going north, although it
took almost a whole day for everyone to get through and then to re-distribute the pooled
money. Such are the subterfuges you’re forced to play when travelling overland.
At Goma, on the north shore of the beautiful – but potentially deadly – Lake Kivu* (see
Page 102), Ray suggested that those of us who hadn’t had our fill of mountaineering might
like to climb Mount Nyiragongo, the eleven thousand foot high volcano in the Virungas,
which overshadows the town. Once again our party split into climbers and non-climbers,
and I, with six others, started out in a steady downpour on its lower slopes in the early
morning of our fifty-sixth day. The rain didn’t let up all day and the climb, or what we
could see of it, was along a very narrow track through dense equatorial forest, which is
classic gorilla country, although I don’t think they’d been seen there for some time as it’s
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too close to Goma. When we reached the crater rim it was nearly midnight; but at least it
had stopped raining.
None of us had realised at the time – and, if we had, I doubt that it would have made a
difference to our decision to climb it – that Nyiragongo is the most active and volatile
volcano in Africa. I’ll add some details about it from Wikipedia after this account just in
case any of you ever fancies climbing the thing.
There is, or, perhaps, was – see the Wikipedia article below – a little hut just under the
rim, equipped with bunk beds and a stove, and we were all soaked to the skin by the time
we reached it. However, the night is the ideal time to finish the climb to the rim, since, even
though the lava lake was several hundred feet below us, the bubbling lava was clear to see
and the fumes were pungent. This was the first, and only, time I’ve seen the insides of an
active volcano, and it’s quite a sight. I managed to get a couple of photos, but the best,
taken by the Orange driver using a telephoto lens, gives a much clearer impression of the
lava lake.
The following is an edited extract from Wikipedia:
‘Nyiragongo is a stratovolcano. The main crater, which is about two km wide holds a lava lake
consisting two cooled lava benches - one at 10,400 ft and the other at 9800 ft - which have been
most voluminous recently; together with Nyamuragira, they are responsible for 40% of Africa's
volcanic eruptions; Nyiragongo has erupted 34 times since 1882; at times activity has been
continuous for years at a time by way of a churning lava lake in the crater*. Nyiragongo is
surrounded by hundreds of small volcanic cones resulting from flank eruptions.
Volcanism at Nyiragongo is caused by the rifting of the Earth's crust where two parts of the African
Plate are breaking apart. A hot spot is probably also partly responsible for the great activity at
Nyiragongo and Nyamuragira.

Mt Nyiragongo – 11,384 ft. Note the very dark volcanic soil.

Nyiragongo’s lava, which is unusually fluid, is made up of an alkali-rich volcanic rock.
Whereas most lava flows move slowly and rarely pose a danger to human life,
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Nyiragongo's flow races at up to 60 mph because of its low silica content. Hawaiian
volcanic eruptions are also characterised by lavas with low silica content, but the Hawaiian
volcanoes are broad, shallow-sloped shield volcanoes in contrast to the steep-sided cone of
Nyiragongo, and the silica content is high enough to slow most Hawaian flows to walking
pace.

Nyiragongo - the lights of Goma in foreground. Telephoto shots taken by the Orange driver.

Lava lake, photographed with telephoto lens from the rim; midnight , 9th November.
Between 1894 and 1977 the crater contained an active lava lake. On 10 January 1977, the crater
walls fractured and the lake drained in less than an hour. The lava flowed at 60 mph, overwhelming
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villages and killing at least 70 people. Some reports quote figures of up to several thousand. The
hazards posed by eruptions are unique to Nyiragongo. Nowhere else in the world does such a
steep-sided stratovolcano contain a lake of such fluid lava and its proximity to heavily populated
areas increases its potential for disaster. The 1977 eruption raised awareness of these unique
dangers and in 1991 it was designated a ‘Decade’ Volcano, worthy of particular study. The 1977
eruption was preceded by the creation of a new small volcano, Murara, on the slopes of nearby
Mount Nyamuragira.

Lava lake - activity continues to this day.

Lava lakes reformed in the crater in eruptions in 1982–1983 and 1994. Another major eruption
began in January, 2002, after several months of increased seismic and fumarolic activity. A 13 km
fissure opened in the south flank, spreading in a few hours from 2800m to 1550 m elevation,
reaching the outskirts of Goma. Lava streamed from three spatter cones and flowed in a stream 200
to 1000m wide and up to 2m deep through Goma; 400,000 people were evacuated across the
Rwandan border into Gisenyi. Lava reached Lake Kivu* and covered part of the runway at Goma
Airport, raising fears that the lava might cause gas-saturated waters deep in the lake to rise to the
surface, releasing lethal amounts of carbon dioxide and methane – similar to the disaster at Lake
Nyos in Cameroon in 1986. This did not happen, but vulcanologists continue to monitor the area
closely.
About 45 people died from carbon-dioxide poisoning and buildings collapsing. At least 15% of
Goma, comprising 4,500 buildings, was destroyed, leaving 120,000 people homeless. The eruption
was the most destructive in modern times. Immediately afterwards earthquakes were felt around
Goma and Gisenyi and they continued for three months. Six months after the original eruption,
Nyiragongo erupted again. Activity is ongoing, but is currently confined to the crater where another
lava lake has formed about 250 metres below the 1994 level.’

The photos show the state of the crater when we saw it in 1973. Would I be so keen to
climb Nyiragongo today?
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A benign Lake Kivu in Zaire – see Pages 99 to 102 for why it might not always be benign.

For the next four days we continued northwards through this most actively volcanic section
of the western arm of the Great African Rift Valley, passing Lake Edouard, the Ruwenzori
Mountains and Mount Hoyo to our right and the Ituri Forest to our left, until we reached a
village called Komanda, where we turned due west. This road – I use the word ‘road’ in its
loosest possible sense – was to take us into the forest, which covers 63,000 square
kilometres, to Kisangani on the Zaire (Congo) River. From there, Ray said, we could
possibly continue north, but, according to all our maps, the state of the roads was, at best,
‘uncertain’. However, because of reports of heavy rainfall in the forest, he warned us that
there may be difficult times ahead, even though we were on what was reputed to be the
main road through the country.
Ray wasn’t wrong in his prediction of ‘difficult times’ since the next almost eight hundred
miles, which were undoubtedly the most trying of the whole journey, took us all of nine
days, and there were a couple of days when we only managed fifty miles, and that wasn’t
because we stopped to wander around towns (if there had been any) or to take in the views
(ditto). We were fortunate, though, in that it had stopped raining. Where we weren’t so
fortunate was that we were driving behind the first few trucks to use the road after the rains
had stopped. Had we been first, it perhaps wouldn’t have been so bad, because not only did
we have to dig ourselves out of mud- and water-logged pot-holes – which were sometimes
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six feet deep – we had to help dig out those vehicles that were stuck in front of us as well.
The major problem was that the forest was so dense there was no way we could avoid the
worst pot-holes by driving around them; even when we thought we’d avoided one, we’d slip
into another. Also, the tightness of the forest meant that the Jones’s winch was of no use,
since they couldn’t manoeuvre their vehicle in order to attach it.

Alirabongo, near Lake Edouard. We slept the night in this church, abandoned during the civil wars – civil
wars are the tragedy of Africa and we were fortunate to avoid them.

Signpost on our way to Beni, Zaire.
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Ruwenzori Mountains marking the Ugandan border; near Butembo, Zaire, November 10th, 1973.

Eighty miles into the forest we came to Station de l’Epulu, which is the site for a
conservation project to protect the rare okapi. These beautiful antelope are seldom spotted
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in the wild, so we were extremely lucky to see one a few miles later on. Unfortunately we
only glimpsed it briefly before it disappeared into the forest, so none of us was able to
photograph it. Its body is giraffe shaped – in fact it’s a relative of the giraffe – but it has a
short neck – it also has a 14 to 18 inch sticky, bluish tongue that’s long enough to wash its
eyelids and ears.

Okapi (not my photo).

After Station de L’Epulu we started to hit serious trouble on the road.
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It wasn’t so much Granny and Orange getting stuck, but other, much heavier
vehicles, which we’d have to help dig out before we could make progress.
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The eastern Ituri Forest is Pygmy country – here we came across a tiny settlement – but we didn’t make
contact since we were clearly unwelcome visitors.

This group is unhappy about our passage.
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The road is so rudimentary – yet this is the main highway through Zaire.

Difficult country for toilet breaks. It really is impenetrable.
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Numerous rivers cross the Ituri Forest – they’re all more or less like this.
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More examples of Ituri’s rivers.
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Waiting for a ferry on a tributary of the Zaire (Congo) River on a typically misty morning. Early mornings were so
peaceful – the nicest time of day.
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We weren’t the only people waiting for the ferry; the beauty of taking slide photos is that sometimes
it’s possible to discover little details, like this, in larger shots, that make beautiful little cameos.

An alternative way to cross the river.
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Granny safely across. All the forest ferries were man-powered. This one consisted of three boats, a
raft and eight men. The next pictures show how it worked.
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This is typical of the little settlements we came across, and slept in, during our journey through the Ituri Forest.

These villagers are obviously used to foraging in the forest. The rifle looks as if it was home made.
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Ituri infant caught on the edge of a larger shot.

The meagre fare on the side of the road in the forest.
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Lunch break for Orange – driver Clive, representing New Zealand, shortly after he’d recovered from Malaria,
is in the foreground. The Orange driver has a bottle, but I can’t imagine what was in it – I don’t think it was
water. Notice how the only space to eat was in the road – not that there was any other traffic to disturb us.

What follows, and the photos on later pages, show why our progress through the Ituri Forest was so slow – nearly 800
miles in nine days. This was the tail-end of the rainy season and we were amongst the first vehicles to venture into the
forest that season. Even though this was the only route through their country from east to west, or from north to south, it
didn’t look as if the Zairean Government set aside enough funds for the upkeep of their roads, so it was left to drivers to
make the best of a bad job.
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Why we couldn’t drive into the forest to avoid the worst of the pot-holes and mud – I can almost smell it now!

Reconnaissance party from Granny. Before we could drive into something like this, we had to shore up the worst of the
pot-holes, then Ray would decide what line to take - although there was never any real choice. The soldier had hitched a
lift with us. The lady in blue is Mrs Jones, of the American film-maker couple, who accompanied us for much of the way
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in their Overlander, and the others are, from l to r, Peder, Ray, Jan Brown, Jones the American film-man, Joseph and
Simon Merren.

This was as far as we got.
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And this is how we got out – Joseph at work here – even the photographers took turns digging.
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Joseph still hard at it, watched by an appreciative audience. I don’t think the hitchhiking soldier got his boots muddy!

We came across this relic of the civil war as we were approaching Kisangani, the ‘city in the forest’.
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The Zaire (Congo) River. We didn’t see much of it, but we did cross several of its tributaries.
The flotsam in the foreground was presumably the outcome of the just ended rainy season.

In the afternoon of the 22nd of November, near a village called Buta, we came across a mission
station that had been abandoned in the recent civil war. This had clearly been a substantial and wellestablished place and, judging by the architecture, had probably been founded early in the century.
Although it had been stripped of its furnishings, the doors and windows were still intact, so we
spread ourselves out and settled down for a different sort of sleeping experience. Some of the group
had discovered a pump that produced fresh, artesian water and a queue developed, primarily
consisting of girls clutching toilet-bags and towels. Meanwhile, those of us who didn’t feel the urge
to smell any different to our standard ‘overland’ aroma, sat quietly at the back of Granny.
One of the absolute rules of our trip was that if the tail-gate was lowered, which it had to be when
we were cooking in the back, whoever raised it again must, must, must, replace the lynch-pins. On
this occasion someone broke the rule, and, as fate would have it, Ray was sitting directly
underneath. Inevitably, the next person to vault into the back of the truck brought the gate down
with a sickening crunch on his head.
Before anyone could react, Ray was out cold with blood streaming from a gash across the top of
his skull and the girl sitting next to him also had a gash on her head.
“Where’s Detlev?”
No-one could remember seeing him since we’d stopped. Luckily, one of the nurses was with us,
so she did what she felt was best, while the rest of us fanned out over the site to see if we could find
our travelling doctor.
The consequences of what had happened were beginning to sink in – firstly, of course, for Ray,
because the tail-gate must have weighed at least a hundredweight and he could easily have a
fractured skull. Secondly, who would drive ‘Granny’? Our reserve driver, Clive, had gone down
with malaria while we were in Rwanda and he’d spent three days flat out in the back of the truck
being nursed by the girls. And, thirdly, no-one had done the trip before, so Ray’s knowledge of the
journey south would be invaluable.
Detlev was finally tracked down having a ‘shower’ at the water-pump. Between him and our
nursing contingent, they patched Ray’s head and kept an eye on him during the night. The injured
girl had only received a glancing blow, so she was soon put right. By morning, Ray had regained
consciousness and declared himself well enough to drive, but Detlev insisted on his resting for a
further twenty-four hours.
Whilst writing this account, I’ve cleared up one little mystery. I must have been checking our route
when the accident happened, since my map still has splatters of blood across it. Because I don’t
recall being injured during the trip, I can only assume that it’s Ray’s blood. Also, when I researched
this part of the memoir, I was pleased to discover that the mission buildings, which included a
school and hospital, are now back in service.
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This Catholic Mission at Buta, which was the place where Ray, our leader, had his mishap, had been
left derelict due to the recent civil war. We stayed there between the 22nd and 24th of November.

Although we’d been told it was deserted, when I explored the grounds I came across this well
organised school party, so it looks like the school was operating in 1973. The older children
are digging and the younger ones, playing.
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We were paid a visit by this little orphan chimp, brought along by one of the teachers.
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The Ituri Forest covers 40,000 square miles, its average temperature is 88F and its humidity, 85%.
The nine days it took us to negotiate it were spent driving, digging, driving, digging ad nauseum,
interspersed with lunch breaks, when we’d put up a table in the middle of the road and have a picnic
– we were never interrupted by other traffic – then driving and digging until dusk, when we’d look
out for a village and ask permission from its head-man to set up our very basic camps. There was
never any question of not putting up our tents – nothing could have induced me, or anyone else in
the party, to sleep al fresco in the Congo – everything they say about the jungle is true, plus some.
I can’t remember now if our tents had integral mosquito netting. I recall stitching a net over the
flap of the tent Dick Scoones and I used on our hitch-hike tour to Israel in 1970, which turned out to
be very sensible. Maybe all our tents on the Trans-Africa trip were equipped in the same way, since
I don’t recall being bothered by mosquitoes, and there must have been billions of them in such a
humid and watery place as the Ituri Forest.
From my Sahara photos, I’m reminded that we had detachable nets, useful in lieu of tents.
I don’t have a clear memory of how we bought food during those nine days in the forest, if, indeed,
we bought any locally; neither do I remember what we ate – probably not much, since constant
humidity deadens the appetite. Also, there weren’t the sorts of markets we’d found in almost every
reasonably sized village up to then, but we did pass a few forlorn women squatting next to tiny little
heaps of sweet potatoes, or other unidentifiable roots. I think it was here that I developed a dislike of
sweet potato; I found them either ‘earthy’ or bland – although, come to think of it, I didn’t even like
them when I lived in Malawi. The impression I got was that people existed well below subsistence
level and that agriculture was little more than tiny clearings in the forest gardened on the ‘plant and
hope’ principle, with banana and root crops the main staples. We probably lived on our emergency
supply of tins and what we’d stockpiled before we got into the forest. I do remember we replenished
the tinned stuff at Bangui in the CAR, where we returned to the northern fringe of the forest. For the
moment, though, we were still travelling due west, and this continued for several hundred miles
before we turned north again.
My abiding memories of the Ituri Forest were of mud, the stench of rotting vegetation, the
claustrophobic feeling induced by the all-encompassing trees and the occasional glimpses of
pygmies. I don’t think any of us ventured any further than beyond the first line of trees – we all had
to go so far for obvious reasons. As for the pygmies; they’re not at all like the Masai of East Africa,
and not just for their physical differences. While the Masai are born showmen who will pose or
dance for visitors – usually for money or presents – the pygmies we saw appeared resentful and one
man even chased the truck to throw mud at us – I found such expressions of spirit admirable. I think
it’s understandable that they should dislike, or even fear, white men, since they were treated very
poorly by their Belgian colonisers – as, indeed, were the vast numbers of ordinary Africans in the
Congo; in fact, by the time the Belgians vacated the country, only one black person had ever
graduated as a doctor from there and the general standard of education was far lower than in most
other colonial jurisdictions. Also, if the roads they left behind were anything to go by, the
infrastructure they bequeathed the newly independent country was little better – if not worse. Small
wonder Europeans are generally held in poor regard and that Zaire/Congo is one of the most underdeveloped countries in Africa, even though it has colossal potential.
In spite of its oppressiveness and the problems it posed, equatorial forest can be beautiful, especially
in the early mornings, when the mist rises from the rivers and it’s relatively cool. Also, over the
almost eight hundred miles of its length, apart from truck drivers, we came across no other travellers
of any nationality travelling in either direction.
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Republique Centrafricaine (CAR) – 26th November to 2nd December (73rd to 79th day)
It had been with great relief that we left the Ituri Forest behind at Bondo, in the far north of Zaire,
even though the experience of travelling in such an isolated and difficult part of Africa had been
exciting and challenging. At Bondo we made yet another ferry crossing, this time of the Oubangui
River, a major tributary of the Congo, but from that point on we were able to cover more respectable
distances as the roads had dried out and it was easier to circumvent the pot-holes. We had now
entered another distinctive phase of the journey. The CAR, one of the poorest and least known of
African countries, had been ruled by non-democratic governments since its independence from
France in 1960; consequently, Ray was concerned for us to be extra careful when we visited the
markets or, in particular, when we took photographs, since he’d heard some nightmarish accounts of
goings on there. Also, its then President Bokassa modelled himself on Idi Amin in Uganda (or vice
versa). We were surprised, then, when no difficulties were put in our way when we crossed the
border; it was, in fact, far easier than when we’d tried to get into Tanzania and Zaire. For instance,
there was no need for us to show that we had sufficient currency to sustain a long stay in case of
emergency; perhaps this was because very few Europeans attempted to travel through the country,
so it might simply have been that financially embarrassed foreigners were unheard of. The
impression we got was that larger groups of travellers, such as ours, were rare, so we weren’t asked
any pointed questions about our intentions whilst in the country. If we tried to do the same journey
now I think we might be suspected of planning an insurrection.
Soon after entering the country, we came across a most beautiful water fall and rapids at a village
called Kembe, about fifty miles west of Bangassou. Here we stopped for half a day, which was
wonderful since we could just lounge about – something that had been unthinkable in the forest –
and literally wash the Ituri out of our systems, and, as importantly, out of our clothes, after which
we all took on a more acceptable aroma.
‘Personal Aroma’: on journeys such as ours it’s best that everyone ‘smells the same’. Anyone who
insists on fastidiousness is well advised to stay at home, or at least, limit their travels to where
overnight arrangements consist of well equipped hotels. An unwritten rule – and one that was
broken mostly by the girls – is ‘try not to smell any sweeter than those around you’. Eventually, I’m
sure, our ‘collective’ smell became neutralised. In effect, this rule only really pertains in the danker,
tropical parts. During the desert crossing, even with water strictly rationed, I don’t think it was even
noticeable – however, I’ve never had an acute sense of smell, so this perception might have been
subjective.
‘Politics’: which were to play no small part when we reached Algeria, is the other ‘elephant in the
room’ on long journeys. Absolutely any happening, large or small, and either internal or external to
the country you’re hoping to pass through, can not only make life difficult, it can completely scupper
your expedition. We were all acutely aware of how delicately poised some countries we planned to
travel through were – for instance, Uganda had already been ruled out of our itinerary, Zaire, we
thought, might prove to be difficult, although we considered the Central African Republic to be the
most likely to compel us to find an alternative route. Whenever we reached a border post, at the
back of our minds we’d wonder whether this would be the one where our journey would come to a
halt. Getting into the CAR, then, had been a relief – but we still had a long way to go.
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Kembe Falls; we had a free day here to recover from the Ituri Forest phase. Photographed from
the spot where we were washing our clothes; one of the most idyllic camp sites of the journey.
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Kembe Falls, Central African Republic, 27th November, 1973.
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Boali Falls, where we had another free day – it was almost like being on holiday!
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Apart from Victoria Falls, Boali were the most spectacular of the whole journey – we had them all to ourselves!
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A final shot of Boali – what a fabulous time we had there.

I spotted the Central African Republic flag attached to a post at the entrance to Boali Falls and I
thought a photo of it would make a nice souvenir of a very pleasant visit.
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A road-side village in the Central African Republic. Note the calabashes drying on the roof; these make drinking and
storage vessels; also the paw-paw tree and the sweet potatoes for sale. The huts in the CAR are very distinctive. Every
country has its own hut style, which is noticeable on such an extensive journey through the continent – see, for instance,
those in neighbouring Cameroun.
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The villager’s dress here is Islamic, although 80% of CAR’s population is Christian and only 10% Islamic.

From a hill-top in neighbouring Cameroun.
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Two trouble-free days later we were in the capital, Bangui, stocking up on food; then it was back on
the road again, where we found that idyllic series of water-falls, just off the road on the Mbali River.
Here we spent another relaxing day. As you’ve seen from the photographs, these falls were quite the
most dramatic we’d seen since Victoria Falls; what’s more, we didn’t see another visitor the whole
time we were there – no doubt due to their isolation and the very obvious lack of travellers, which is
the huge advantage of travelling through potential trouble-spots.
Shortly after leaving Boali Falls we met the south-bound EO expedition. Ray told us that the
company always has two African expeditions on the road. It was quite a gathering, as you can see
from the photo. It was midday, though, so we didn’t camp together, but we did have a brief
opportunity to pass on sage advice – we told them about the Ituri Forest and the hassle we had
getting into Zaire, and they told us about the Saharan crossing. Like us, they hadn’t encountered
problems at the CAR border, but, by this time, we were all aware that politics being what they are,
things can change overnight.

Meeting the south-bound Encounter expedition. Ray is climbing down from Orange and Tickey is sitting up
top on Granny.

Cameroun – 3rd December to 8th December (79th to 83rd day)
Cameroun was a stark contrast to the CAR in that, as we pushed up north, the geology and
vegetation changed dramatically. At Garoua, a very lively and prosperous looking town, we spent
the best part of half a day exploring the market. Now, the dress was much more Islamic and
mosques appeared in the towns. Three hundred miles north of the border we came across some of
the most unusual country I’ve ever seen anywhere in the world, with the possible exception of the
Hoggar Massif, in central Sahara. Here, volcanic and basalt plugs dominate the landscape and
picturesque thatched huts add to the sense that you’re in a child’s idea of a magical wonderland. We
did a two day circular tour of this intriguing, volcanic region, which is called Rumsiki, then we
turned west into north-east Nigeria.
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I climbed a hill one morning and got this ‘aerial’ shot of a typical bush camp-site. This is in
Cameroun. Note Clockwork Orange, Granny, the Jones’s Overlander outfit and the mozzy
net contraptions we slept under instead of using tents. This part of Cameroun is Sahel country
(Arabic for ‘shore’ as in the shore of the Sahara) so the terrain was becoming more desert-like.
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These wandering dancers were on the road to Garoua in Cameroun, where men
traditionally dress as women – note the wigs.
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The next few photographs are of different styles of village in Cameroun.

Village with a volcanic peak in the background.
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A little stockaded village - at sunset.

These distinctive huts are in the Rumsiki, the volcanic region of Cameroun.
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Sunset on our second night in Cameroun – 4th December, 1973.
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A Camerounian sleeping hut.

The village’s grain supply drying in the sun.
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A couple of villagers watching our passage with interest.

The lively, well stocked market at Garoua, Cameroun – such a contrast to Zaire and the CAR
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Dress shop at Garoua Market.

Good-humoured vegetable sellers
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Meat and vegetables at Garoua Market, Cameroun.

Waiting for customers.
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Detail showing the choice of hair-styles.

The opposition – with a few more customers.
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Three generations – perhaps.

The clock shop
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Road-side vegetable sellers – these ladies were trading near the market at Garoua. Notice the child
popping his head around his mother.

The Rumsiki: a volcanic area where ancient ‘plugs’ appear to have sprung randomly from the depths.
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The topography of Rumsiki is truly remarkable. It was hot and dry and there was a perpetual haze, which
made photography difficult. This is the highest plug – Rumsiki Peak.
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Rumsiki Peak seen over the rooftops.
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Recently, I hear the Rumsiki has been ‘plugged’ in a different way and it’s become something of a
tourist trap, with guided tours around villages, crafts sales, etc for people flown in from the capital.
While they have improved some villagers financially, they are thought to have created a distorted
view of traditional life.
Nigeria – 6th to 12th December (83rd to 89th day)
The next leg consisted of a three day drive through North-eastern Nigeria to Kano. On the way we
really got a sense of social and religious change, since both dress and buildings were now entirely
Muslim. Kano is the second city of Nigeria, although I don’t recall seeing anything there that might
be called modern, and its architecture is distinctively ‘Saharan’.
We spent three nights in the city and I explored it extensively. While I was in town one morning,
Ray had a visit from the Chief of Police, which, on the face of it, seemed a little ominous; however,
Ray told us that he had only wanted to know if there were any squash players amongst us.
Consequently, I was invited to Kano’s sports club, where I found myself on court with an extremely
athletic senior police officer. I honestly can’t remember who won – I didn’t think it really mattered –
but I do recall we were at about the same level, so, whichever way it went, the result was close.
Anyway, I had a pleasant social evening and, afterwards, my opponent drove me back to camp. We
also reckoned that we had a little additional insurance for our ventures in Northern Nigeria (oh, yes,
I’ve just remembered – I broke his spare racquet – which he took in good part).
Of all the towns and cities we visited during this journey through the heart of Africa, for me Kano
was the pick of the bunch, and the two full days I spent exploring were by far the most interesting
and photographically productive. I wish I could explain what is going on in every photo that
follows, but I can’t. Some activities are obvious, whilst others can only be guessed at but this is
what I found most fascinating about the place, for there was always something intriguing going on –
something that would have me reaching for my camera. The children in particular were eager to be
photographed, as were most of the adults – some posed while others simply carried on with what
they were doing. Street trading and industry was taking place around every corner; I saw no
aggression and good humour abounded. Of course, in any heavily populated and vibrant old-Africa
city there are bound to be smells – and even sights – that could offend your nose and other senses,
this is especially true about what you see floating in the open drains, but after spending eighty odd
days in the back of a truck with sixteen people, and having slept, eaten and defecated, etc, in the
open, I didn’t find anything too offensive.
I’ll let my photos do the talking now – see if you can guess what’s going on in some of them.
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What is this man trading? Note, also, the little boy in the djellaba.

Whatever is happening here seems to have struck one man’s sense of humour.
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The back-streets of Kano are so vibrant.

The girl on the right didn’t want to be photographed. Note the drain and the water carrier.
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What is this old lady doing?

Is this a school, or some kind of industry? Or a little bit of both? They seem happy enough.
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Street kids – note the mum keeping a watchful eye out. There’s something universal about this scene.

More Kano children.
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I’d love to know what was happening here.

And what is this odd street industry? Is he making some sort of binding out of hide?
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Street industry thrives in Kano. Overheads are obviously low and the sun is put to work.
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Top: I
couldn’t resist this detail from an earlier shot. Below: another little unexplained scene.
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Top: there’s always something to see and think about in a Kano street. Middle: socialising is also popular.
Below: the mix of rubbish, children, goats, donkeys, scavengers –animal and human – is all here in one photo.
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When I saw what this man was making, or mending, I zoomed
into what had been a wider shot; it’s a musical drum. Note
what he has on his feet – and his smile.

This looks like some sort of marrow.
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“Oh, yea! You and whose army?”

Another side-street and yet more industrious activity.
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I hadn’t noticed this before, but I think that’s sugar cane lying on the ground.

Is it bad luck if a black sheep crosses your path? Also, what’s in that cart?
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The whole of Kano was buzzing with activity. What do people carry on their heads? What’s in those sacks?

I must have done a lot of walking in Kano. I don’t know how I didn’t get lost.
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You can even get used to the open drains.

Kano’s goats always look well fed.
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That’s another stick of sugar cane by the door.

.

The Great Mosque of Kano.
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Kano scenes and people – details from larger photos.
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More of Kano’s people, including the children outside school (details).
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The last few pictures consist of details extracted from previous broader shots. The beauty of a city
like Kano, where there’s a teeming population, is that most people lead their lives out of doors and
seem either to be socialising, engaged in some street industry or another, or are carrying goods
around the city in carts, by donkey or on their heads. Consequently, almost every photograph
contains several interesting little scenes.
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Finally, who is this suspicious looking character? And what’s he up to?

Niger – 13th to 19th December (90th to 96th day): start of the Sahara crossing
Kano is only sixty-five miles south of the Niger border, which is where the Sahara ‘proper’ starts.
Often it isn’t clear where a desert actually begins, since, although maps sometimes indicate the
transition by changing the background from white to yellow, the yellow might only mean where the
land consists predominantly of sand. There are huge tracts in the Sahara where the land consists
largely of stone or thin soil with a scattering of scrub. My Michelin, which is probably the best of
the touring maps, also gives invaluable information about the whereabouts of drinking water. From
Zinder in Niger, onwards; these locations, which are indicated by ‘eau bonne’ or ‘eau potable’, or
variations of these, turned out, in our experience to be accurate. Conversely, other signs, such as
‘eau saline’ made it clear where you wouldn’t find drinking water. Ray, of course, had done a
similar journey south, so he’d made copious notes, which he consulted each day. Other desert-type
terms you need to know if you’re travelling in these parts, are ‘Erg’, which means sand, ‘Grand
Erg’ – a great deal of sand and ‘Massif’ – mountains (usually massive mountains, as in ranges the
size of some smaller European countries). Generally speaking you avoid such areas, except where
there’s a clearly marked road, since you might never emerge from them again.
By now it was clear we were going to arrive in London very late indeed – at least two weeks. Some
of our party had taken the option of flying home from Nigeria, and at least two had been denied
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visas to enter Algeria. These political obstacles were to create further problems a little later,
although they couldn’t have been foreseen when we crossed into Niger in early December.
Our route north would involve a 2,400 miles drive, however, by the time we got to Zinder, we’d
already been on the road for ninety days, so we were pretty hardened to life in the back of a truck
and sleeping rough. I wonder if such distances, with only three drivers to two trucks, would be
allowed now; nevertheless, there was never a moment when we doubted the ability of Ray, Clive
and Mark to see us safely through, although there must have been moments when Ray was deeply
worried.
I visited the fort at Zinder and the graves of soldiers from the French Foreign Legion. Anyone
who, as a child, read Beau Geste, or Beau Sabreur, or any other book by P.C.Wren, as I had,
wouldn’t miss such an opportunity; however, no-one else in our group seemed interested. We were
now well into the desert proper and, as you can see from the photo, the roads ceased to be roads in
the western sense and became tracks, often several hundred yards wide – in fact, later on, it’s likely
that some were several miles wide, since drifting sand often forced vehicles to search for more
viable routes.

The famous Foreign Legion fort at Zinder. I was the only one interested enough to walk to it. It was surrounded by a fence,
which, together with the flag, suggested it might still have been in use, although it appeared to be deserted.
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This was what the country around Zinder in Niger was like.

Legionnaire’s grave at Zinder.
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There were a number of graves just by the Fort.

Our sleeping quarters near Zinder – dawn on the 90th day.
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Desert signposts tend to become landmarks. This one was 387 kilometres north of Zinder.

I mentioned the width of the road earlier. Stretches like this can go on for many miles.
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The Grand Mosque at Agadez was built in 1515 and rebuilt in the same style in 1854. Some of us were given permission
to climb to the top, from where I took several photos of the town, some of which follow.
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The four-wheel drive in this, and a truck and small car in the first shot are the only vehicles in all the
photos I took from the top of the mosque – and I covered the town in all directions.

Taken by Mark Neilson with a telephoto lens. Note the dune formations encroaching on the town.
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A closer look at the age-old desert architecture of Agadez, and of ‘court-yard’ living.
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Details taken from the aerial photos from the Mosque.
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Spice and camel markets, Agadez
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A corner of the animal market at Agadez (detail from a larger photo).

Camel Market, Agadez.
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A wider shot of the Mosque complex.

The well at the Mosque with a blue-robed Tuareg drawing water (detail from a larger shot).
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Saharan Africa is noted for its colourful weaves, as seen here in the market at Agadez.

A close-up of the cloths on offer.
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Agadez, the most important Tuareg town in the region, is in the southern central region of the
Sahara; it links Kano, Timbuktu (in Mali) and other North African towns with Bilma, the saltproducing centre in eastern Sahara. Since at least the fourteenth century, salt has passed consistently
through the town via camel caravans, some of which we saw from the road. It also has an unusual
mosque, which we were given permission to climb. As you can see from the photographs, we were
able to take some wonderful ‘aerial’ pictures of the town and surrounding desert. We only spent one
night here (our ninety-second) but we had almost a whole day to wander around it before we headed
north once more. The Tuareg are nomadic pastoralists, but more recently many have gravitated to
the towns, although many men, especially those involved in the salt trade, still wander the Sahara
taking little account of national boundaries and this has created numerous political and social
difficulties for the authorities of the various states they straddle from Mali in the west to Algeria and
Libya in the east and Niger and even Nigeria, in the south. For many years the Taureg had been on
the verge of rebellion, however, while we travelled through they seemed to accept us as fellow
wanderers. They have been in open rebellion since 2007, hence foreign travellers have been
disouraged from travelling in the desert in most of those countries.
We’d been advised to carry water bottles from the beginning, but now it was important that we kept
them topped up wherever we found the ‘eau potable’ points. Water … water … water. In the west,
we take water for granted. Want a drink of water? Turn on the tap and, lo, you have a glass of water.
Want a bath? A shower? Want to wash your clothes? The kitchen floor? Your car? Tap into your
personal water supply and think nothing about it. Want to water your flowers, lawn, etc? Attach a
hose-pipe and Bob’s your uncle. Water in the Sahara, though, is a very serious matter indeed. At a
personal level, you use the absolute minimum on your body; you make sure what you drink is safe
and, above all, you don’t waste it. But we were just passing through; we weren’t going to settle there
permanently.
By a stroke of good fortune, we were to witness how water is utilised in the desert, since, by chance,
we came across a group of Fulani whose turn it must have been to use a particular well, situated in
the middle of nowhere – by that I mean there was no sign of a settlement nearby. We mingled with
them, and, probably because they were far too busy with their various jobs. We were ignored – apart
from the children, who looked at us curiously from time to time. How they operated was impressive
– it was team-work at its best. Each person, from the smallest child to the oldest man and woman,
had a specific task. Some worked in pairs, others on their own. The heaviest work – apart from the
camel and bullock that drew the water from the well – was done by three men and a woman;
working in pairs, they carried bulging ox-skin sacks from the well-head to the animals patiently
waiting their turn in segregated groups – goats, donkeys, sheep, cows and camels. If Kilimanjaro,
Ngorongoro, the Rumsiki and the Hoggar Massif (to come later) were the geographical highlights of
the journey, this primitive Saharan scene was the human equivalent. I’m particularly pleased with
my series of photographs of this wonderful scene.
I didn’t use my tent beyond Agadez. Whenever we camped away from centres of population, it was
safe to take my bed and sleeping bag away from the others to get solitary sleeps. There was barely
ever a cloud in the sky so the hugeness of space matched perfectly the immensity of the country.
One little bonus was that I got a nightly view of Kahoutek, the much heralded comet, which I
believe wasn’t visible from the more densely populated northern hemisphere. Even though it was
tiny, its tail was easily visible and, with the help of a borrowed pair of binoculars, I was able to trace
its progress nightly.
The Saharan heat was by no means unpleasant; even though there was never a day that wasn’t
brilliantly sunny, in the winter the ultra-dry atmosphere makes it bearable; in fact, I don’t think the
temperature reached much more than ninety Fahrenheit at any time, even at midday. At night,
though, we had to wrap up well, so the fleece that had proved so useful on Kilimanjaro
supplemented my sleeping bag beautifully.
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Desert graveyards, the top one outside a walled village just north of Agadez.

Shortly after leaving Agadez in the early morning, we caught sight of the fabulous Aïr Mountains to the east.
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A salt caravan coming in from Bilma in the north-east of Niger, as they have for centuries past.
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Sundown and sunrise are the most beautiful times of day. It’s hard to capture them on film, but I’ve tried to here.

We saw this scene in Niger just off the road; we had to stop to see what was going on.
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These animals waiting to be watered would be a nomadic Fulani family’s entire stock.

By now we were familiar with the docile Ankole cattle.
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The most intense activity was around the well-head, where men and women worked at a ferocious pace.
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A man/woman combination takes a laden gerber (goat-skin) to the animals.
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One of the two animals used for hauling the water out of the well.

Being led now by the tiniest boy. Note his ‘top-knot’, which means, if he dies, he can be pulled up to heaven.
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The striking young pregnant woman in charge of the working camel.
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Girls at work – note the tagelmoust on the middle girl’s head.
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We’d become the attraction of the day. Everyone seemed tolerant of their uninvited guests and appeared happy to be
photographed.

There seemed to be an order of watering; as groups of animals were fed, others stood placidly waiting their turn.
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Three little maids.

Now it’s the cow’s turn.
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This camel is hobbled to stop it wandering.

Just good friends
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The page in my passport showing our entry to Algeria from Niger dated 19th December (see later an account
of our problems at Tamanrasset).
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Algeria – 19th December
We didn’t even notice passing into Algeria; there wasn’t a border post and all the formalities were
sorted out at Tamanrasset two days later. There was certainly no hint of problems to come. Although
it seems rather loose to have border control so far away from the actual border, it makes sense in the
Sahara, since there was little chance of any outsiders straying off the road. By now we were all used
to the idea of arriving in London about two weeks late. Ray had made it clear that the EO would not
expect us to pay extra for food and any other running expenses, which was just as well since we
were all spending very little, over and above the occasional modest souvenir or cup of coffee. In
Agadez I bought a jellaba – a woven robe with hood – which proved ideal for wearing after dark,
and that was the extent of my spending. I noticed the others tended not to spend as much time in the
soukhs, either, even though there were some really colourful, traditional clothes that, under other
circumstances, would have especially interested the girls.
On the second night after leaving Agadez, we had a feast. During the day we’d passed a little
Tuareg camp where Ray had bought a goat, since, in his words, we’d been starved of meat for long
enough. Because that night’s cooking duties fell to Clive, the back-up driver, and me, it became our
job to cook the thing. Now, anyone who knows me knows that I’m no cook, and Clive admitted that
he was about as good as me, so we had to extemporise. Our trucks came with crank-handles –
something the modern day motorist wouldn’t be familiar with. So, with tent poles doubling as a
tripod and cross-bar, we were all set for the ‘Encounter Overland Trans-Saharan Grand Barbecue’
– we’d dined this way once before in Rhodesia. Because we were the chefs of the day, though, Clive
and I were to be the last to eat, so we cleverly retained a haunch, which, for lack of a knife sharp
enough to deal with it, we gnawed together – primitive, but effective (the photographic evidence
isn’t a pretty sight *).

Not a pretty sight. Cook’s perks. Our first meat meal – goat – for some time. Clive and I were chefs at an impromptu
barbecue – everyone survived.

Notice the pottery plate. Because it was much more hygienic, all dishes and mugs were pottery.
Remarkably, given the hammering the trucks took on the mostly dirt, mud, sand and rocky roads, not
one plate or cup, which were stored in racks behind the cab above the cooker, was broken.
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Another aspect of desert travel – early mornings after a night under the stars! Here Annette
wakes to the joys of another day’s drive, none the worse for Clive’s and my cooking.

Tamanrasset is a little oasis town situated on the edge of the dramatic Hoggar Massif, plumb in the
middle of the Sahara. Ray said he’d hoped we could tour the Hoggar, but because of the earlier
delays, it wasn’t going to be feasible. However, as so often happens, one set-back opens up other
opportunities; but first I’d better describe the set-back. Ray wasn’t aware of any problem with the
authorities until he tried to buy petrol before we were due to leave … and he was refused. The
manager of the only petrol station in town had been instructed by the police that he mustn’t let us
have any; he said he hadn’t been told why. The following day Ray told us that four of our group –
all the Germans – had been arrested and taken away. No-one had seen, or even heard, how this was
done, but we learned later that the police had come into our camp during the night, made the arrests
and then told Ray about it in the morning. Later I learned that Clive had accompanied them to see
they were treated properly.
In effect we were ‘grounded’ in Tamanrasset, since, like water, petrol is an absolute essential to
the desert traveller – unless you travelled by camel. Ray advised us to settle down for a long wait.
Political information wasn’t available to desert travellers in 1973; we didn’t have a radio, either, so
we were in a state of ignorance about Algerian, or any other country’s, politics. We knew little about
its recent war with France, or about its alliances with other countries. Of course, nowadays, you
might say, “Algeria’s unstable so you were taking your freedom in your own hands simply by
crossing the border.” But that’s being wise after the event. Algeria, in our minds, was no different
to Rwanda, or the Central African Republic, or Niger – or even Rhodesia or Tanzania; in a
European sense, none of those countries could have been described as being stable. However, if
we’d been so put off by the prospects of one or other of them becoming unsafe overnight, we’d all
have flown back to Europe.
One of the criticisms of my book, ‘Two Days in Tehran’, a story about western travellers caught up
in the Ayatollah’s Revolution in Iran, was that ‘no sensible tour leader would take a group into a
country on the verge of revolt’. Of course, if you could be certain there was going to be a political
upheaval, you wouldn’t go into any such country; but tour leaders aren’t furnished with crystal
balls. Obviously, if there’s already trouble, you don’t go in – hence we avoided Uganda, but Ray
couldn’t possibly have known that the Algerian Government was going to cause difficulties, since
he’d travelled through the country only four months previously without any political trouble.
Two days after their arrests, the prisoners were transported to Ghardaïa in the northern Sahara, to
stand trial. Ray hadn’t been told what offence they’d allegedly committed.
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Of course, we were worried that others of us might be arrested, but I don’t remember being too
alarmed – none of us had done anything that we shouldn’t have done in the three days since entering
the country; after all, we’d been together all the time since there weren’t even any villages on the
route. Maybe I had too much faith in the judicial process of foreign countries, but I couldn’t
possibly see how they could be found guilty of whatever charges were going to be laid against them.
In the meantime, we hunkered down for a long wait. We’d set up camp in open desert about two
miles out of town, so we saw no reason to move. Although we’d all put up our tents, I used mine
mainly for shade during the hotter parts of the day, while, at night I slept in the desert as far away
from camp as I could reasonably get, since it was an unrepeatable opportunity to experience desert
living without the risk of getting lost. The night sky is a thousand miles from light pollution and the
dawns are beautiful, too; there’s nothing quite like falling asleep star-gazing and waking up as the
desert slowly emerges from the gloom and takes on its shape and colour.
You can see, by the date of our arrival in Algeria, we knew that we’d at least be spending Christmas
somewhere in the desert, so, to fill in the time, we planned a concert party for
the night of the twenty-fourth. This was the occasion when our Swiss friends excelled themselves.
Over the last few months we’d become used to their singing, which, not surprisingly, consisted
mostly of yodelling songs, at which they were all skilled. There was also a classical guitarist in their
group – a Genevan hotel manager in ‘real’ life.
I’m afraid we English couldn’t compete with them, apart from Jan Brown, who was also a
guitarist, although not in the same league as the hotel manager. So we accepted that the
sophisticated entertainment would be provided by the Swiss. On the twenty-fourth, our most
accomplished chefs, which didn’t include me, set to with menus primarily involving local produce,
since the market in Tamanrasset was well organised and the meat and vegetables were fresh.
Although there were one or two nice little coffee bars in town, I only visited them a couple of
times, mainly because I was just about out of money, and, of course, I had no idea for how long
we’d be held up; also, given our legal status, I felt it best to keep a low profile. Looking back now, I
suppose we were under house arrest, since the middle of the Sahara makes an effective prison. The
gendarmerie left us to our own devices and we were never hassled beyond the initial arrests.
However, because we weren’t travelling – and it seemed likely we were going to have plenty of
non-travelling time to spend over the next few days – I think most of us took the opportunity to get
some exercise and, also, to enjoy a little solitariness. For my part, I don’t think this wanting to be on
my own was conscious, since I don’t remember thinking about it. It could be that we’d all had too
much of each other. Whatever the reasons, I remember exploring the desert entirely on my own. I’m
sure if something similar happened to me now I’d rather be with others.
Ray handled things brilliantly; he hadn’t, as far as I know, talked about the difficulties with any of
us, although I suppose he and the other two drivers must have conferred. Also, it was Ray who’d
suggested we put on some entertainment for Christmas and New Year. I’ve no idea what other
problems he had to resolve, since he’d kept them to himself, but, since we’d expected to be home
well before Christmas, some of the younger ones were quite upset, particularly because they
couldn’t contact their families – as far as I remember, we’d also been denied access to the telephone
at the post office. For my part, no-one was expecting me home until they saw me, so, although I’d
sent a couple of post cards on route, my sister would not be aware that I’d be returning late; anyway,
she’d got used to me being away for years on end, so not hearing from me wouldn’t alarm her, or
my Aunty – the last of my close relatives in England.
On the positive side, somehow Ray had managed to find enough petrol to allow for a two day drive
around the Hoggar – at least around the part most accessible to Tamanrasset, since the Hoggar is
part of a plateau and mountain area of about 300,000 square miles – in all, the Sahara covers about
five million square miles. The part of the Hoggar nearest to Tamanrasset is truly dramatic, with
jagged and unusually shaped volcanic extrusions. Words don’t do justice to its sheer isolation and
huge vistas, but the photos below give an idea of the sort of country we were about to travel around.
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There is one ‘must visit’ site in the Hoggar and that is the Hermitage at Assekrem. At the turn of
the century, an ex Foreign Legionnaire, Charles de Foucauld, founded a monastic order and built an
amazing little hermitage on top of the highest peak in the area (9,000 ft). It was a simple climb,
compared to Kili and Nyiragongo, but the view was one of the most spectacular sights of the trip.
I climbed up to Assekrem with Jan Brown, an Englishman from Somerset. I’d hit it off with him
from the beginning and I enjoyed his company. I remember Jan had bought a long scarf (a
taguelmoust) that the Tuareg tie around their heads and faces and I have a photo of him in this at the
hermitage – Ray and a couple of the others had also taken to wearing them. While we waited for the
others to climb down, a party of travellers turned up on camels. I’d never heard of camel trekking
before, but a Belgian girl told me how they went about it. They’d flown in to Tamanrasset and
stayed at a hotel there – a ‘tented’ hotel that I’d seen from the road on our way into town. She said
they’d been travelling for about five days, and, apart from a few aches, pains and the occasional
bout of nausea (a bit like sea-sickness) she was enjoying the experience; riding a camel, she said, is
easier than riding a horse. It was nice to talk to someone in English who wasn’t from our party – the
first ‘new’ person I’d talked to in months – so, while the rest of her group climbed up to the
Hermitage, we swapped desert stories and talked about our respective lives back home. She worked
for the UN in Brussels, but I don’t remember what she said her role was. All too soon, though, her
party re-joined her, as did mine, and we agreed to meet up again in Tamanrasset, if we could.
The two day drive around this arm of the Hoggar helped take our minds off the problems we
might face back in Tam, but when we did return on the 29th there was still no news of our German
friends and Clive. It was as if they’d disappeared without trace.
We’d already had our Christmas Show and we were now preparing for a similar one at New Year. It
sounds surreal, but we’d grown accustomed to enforced inactivity and time seemed to shoot by,
which is not what I’d have expected. I’ve read since that this is what can happen when you have an
enforced stay anywhere – time takes on another dimension, especially if you have nothing particular
to fill it with; maybe it’s the way our brains adapt to a sudden change of circumstances. Although
ours was a strange sort of existence, it was one that I would never have missed. Perhaps we should
all experience something like that at least once in our lives.
One of the consequences of being delayed for so long on the road was that I was running out of film.
I think I tried to buy more in Tamanrasset, but I must have hesitated, since I wouldn’t have known
whether I could risk spending so much on a non-essential. This meant that I only took a couple of
photos in the town, one of which appears on the next page. Luckily, I was able to get some good
shots in of the Hoggar (that’s probably why I’d almost run out when I got back to Tam).
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Tamanrasset. One of the nicest little towns we came across during the whole journey. I remember it
for its surprising coolness, for its shading of gnarled, grey-green leaved tamarind trees, and for its
mysteriously veiled Tuareg, who wandered the streets or sat for hours on the pavements.
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Just in case you’re confused about which way you’re heading, this signpost in Tamanrasset will
help, but, be warned, it’s a long way to everywhere. I love sign posts – they tell you exactly
where you are, where you’ve been, where you’re going to – and where you’ve missed!

This is where we set up camp outside Tamanrasset and where we spent Christmas and New Year,
1973/4. They’re one and the same shot, taken from where I slept. There wasn’t much to relieve the eye.
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The road into the Hoggar Massif from Tamanrasset. The highest peak, Pic Lapperine, named
after a French Legionnaire officer, is in the background.

The further we got into the mountains, the rockier, cloudier and colder it became.
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On the plateau we discovered a small Tuareg settlement, unlike anything I’d ever seen in Africa.

This hut, built of palm fronds, is called a zeriba. It may be cool in the day-time, but it must be pretty cold at night.
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The Tuaregs of the Hoggar seemed to be very poor. Note the little tea-pot.

How anyone could eke out an existence on this plateau is a mystery; there
seemed to be no grazing land and we saw none of the usual Tuareg animals.
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It was quite cold on the plateau. Note the little
boy’s top-knot
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Father and daughter outside the family home in the Hoggar.
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Anything to keep out the cold. A little Tuareg boy of the Hoggar.
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Targuia (female) grandmother outside her zeriba.
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This little family live in a more permanent house than the palm zeribas.

The zeriba with a targuia heading home.
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In the Hoggar.

Sunset. The view from where we camped. The Ermitage overlooks the mountains to the right.
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There are some extraordinary rock formations in this formerly volcanic region.

Some of us climbed this remarkable hill. The hill beyond it consists entirely of stacks.
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The view through the Ermitage doorway.
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Jan Brown leaving the Ermitage at Assekrem, with close-up of the commemorative stone above.
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It took him ages to master the tagelmoust.
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The views from outside the Ermitage, front, left and right.
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Pic Lapperine, the highest mountain in the Hoggar.

After New Year, which we celebrated from the back of Orange with what felt like forced
enthusiasm, together with another barbecued goat and some half-hearted singing, I wandered into
Tamanrasset, which is an attractive little town of secluded courtyards, red-mud houses, shady shops
and houses and picturesque mosques. Green foliage and gnarled, tamarisk trees flank the avenue that
passes through the heart of the town, and strings of camels carrying anything from hay to iron-ware
for the market amble along sedately. The Tuareg are generally very tall and slim and are the
majority population in Tamanrasset, but, because most are covered from head to foot in blue cloaks
and black headdresses, I wondered how it was possible for even their friends to recognise them. The
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indigo, used to dye their traditional robes, rubs into their skin, which has given rise to the term ‘the
blue men of the desert’
They are a fascinating people; distinctly different to the Berber and other tribes of north Africa;
they have their own language, which has several variations right across the Sahel and the Sahara,
and the veils the men wear act very much like the female equivalents in other Muslim societies,
whereas the women don’t use the veil at all and often go bare-headed. The sad thing is that
prolonged droughts and conflicts with the majority populations of the countries they straddle have
compelled many of them to abandon their wandering and drift into the towns, where they eke out a
frugal, and not very happy, living.
I didn’t stay long in town this time, but I did take a closer look at the tented hotel where the Belgian
girl I’d met in the Hoggar was staying. It was more a labyrinth of tents, which appeared to be very
poorly protected against theft, although I learned that thieving was rare amongst the Tuareg. I
wandered around the site without seeing anyone – either guest or staff – sadly, that included the
Belgian girl who I’d met at the Ermitage.
When I got back to camp, I could see by the buzz of activity that something important had
happened; sure enough, one of the first people I saw was Detlev packing his tent, while Ray was
rousting his scattered travellers ready for a quick get-away. The story the four told was that they’d
been driven under armed guard to Oran where they were tried for forging their visas – which was
nonsense, since we’d all been granted visas together in Niger. They said they’d been kept in police
custody, although they hadn’t been badly treated. As soon as their cases came up at the High Court,
the Judge ‘threw out’ the charges. Their Algerian defence lawyer explained why they’d been
arrested and that it had been political and to do with criticism levelled by Germany at ‘certain’ Arab
governments regarding the murder of the Israeli athletes at the Olympic Games in Munich in 1972.
(See P196 for the only stamp I had in my passport that bore the name ‘Algeria’ – perhaps the
authorities were suspicious of our motives – but why were only the Germans singled out?)
So, we left Tamanrasset on the 2nd January on our 108th day, but not as a full complement of
passengers – i.e the same number that had arrived in the country – sadly, as far as I remember, the
Germans were refused further transit through Algeria, so they had to find their own way out of the
country, possibly to the west coast, where they hoped to fly to Europe. It might seem odd, or even
unfeeling, but there was nothing any of us could do to help them, and I think that included Ray.
Because of the various delays, we were all virtually out of money, and we knew that what little we
had would have to be carefully conserved, since Ray had estimated that we might have more than
two more weeks of driving ahead of us.
In those days – and it’s possibly true still, in some rare instances – people setting out on expeditions
such as ours knew, without having to be reminded, that they could easily find themselves in
difficulty and that it might not always be possible for them to continue with the journey. Cases in
point were the South African couple who were refused entry into Tanzania, Sheila Ashley, who
went down with jaundice in Zaire, the Dutch girl – Maryka – who, for some obscure reason, had
been refused entry to a country somewhere on our route (I’ve forgotten where) and now Detlev, the
doctor and the two German girls – Petra and Rita – who’d been put on trial. Also, I think one of the
Swiss girls had found the journey too much, and she’d left us in East Africa.
I was discussing this with a friend who recounted a recent (2010) adventure holiday in Borneo when
three of their party had disliked living ‘rough’; yet they insisted on doing everything on the
itinerary, including caving, when it was obvious they weren’t physically, or mentally, up to it. They
were insistent, simply because they’d ‘paid for it’. Consequently, the leader had been compelled to
abandon at the half-way point, a caving expedition that was to have been the highlight of the trip,
because one of the women ‘hurt her shoulder’ and refused to continue. Had there been anyone like
that in our group, Ray would have had them flown out pronto, before they spoiled things for
everyone else.
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Page 20 in my passport showing what must have been the Algerian visa – it looks nothing like any of the more official
looking stamps for every other country we travelled through.
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I couldn’t leave Tam without a shot of one of its Tuareg residents
– or visitors, as is often the case. A detail from a larger photo.

Those of us remaining persona grata duly headed into the northern half of the Sahara, but, even
though our mood was lighter, we knew it would be several days before we’d be clear of the country
– i.e. out of reach of any politically motivated police or petty-minded government officials.
The next stretch was to be a clear run of 450 miles to In Salah, which lies in the shadow of the
Tademaït Plateau. Both town and plateau proved very different from Tamanrasset and the Hoggar.
In Salah is a windy, dust-blown place that seemed to be in danger of being inundated by the sand
that whips across the plains to create dunes around solid objects. In fact a massive dune was
encroaching on its buildings to the east, and you could see where it had already overcome some of
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them. Agadez had a similar problem that can be seen in the telephoto shot taken from the minaret of
the Grand Mosque. Also, In Salah’s walled market was rather meagre compared to those at
Tamanrasset and Agadez; because none of us wanted to spend any more time there than was
necessary, Ray pressed on for a further hundred miles before stopping for the night on the Tademaït
Plateau. This is a rocky, nondescript wilderness that lacks the grandeur of the Hoggar and is
virtually devoid of vegetation, and even life – human or animal. From accounts I’ve recently read of
the Tademaït I believe that even the Tuareg avoid it; we certainly didn’t come across any of them
there, which bears out the fact that it’s been an impermeable northern barrier to them for decades.

The northern edge of the inhospitable Tademaït Plateau looking back towards In Salah.

Just outside In Salah, the road separated; the branch going west offered a shorter route to Morocco,
while the one to the north would entail an extra 700 mile drive. Ray, though, was concerned that the
shorter route would take us through a dangerously sandy stretch, where, apparently, the dunes shift
rapidly; on my Michelin, this is marked Grand Erg Raoul (‘erg’ meaning sand). Not only might we
have problems with soft sand if we took this track, we’d also miss a couple of beautiful oasis towns
and a spectacular drive along the ridge of the Saharan section of the Atlas Mountains. So, even
though we were horrendously behind schedule – almost four weeks – Ray opted to take the longer
route, which says a lot for his leadership and the attitude of his company.
A few miles north of In Salah we came across the skeleton of a white Bedford truck about which
Ray told a curious story. On the way south he’d spotted it – it had been in substantially better shape
then, he said, than it was when we saw it – and he’d recognised it for a truck run by a rival firm.
Because, by the state of it, it had clearly been abandoned, he decided to remove some items to keep
for spares. I think he took a carburettor and some other odds and ends. However, they’d travelled on
for only about twenty miles when they were overtaken and stopped by an irate American oil
company official who declared that the truck belonged to them. Ray apologised, explained that he
thought it had belonged to an English outfit and offered to hand over whatever he’d taken. This
wasn’t good enough for the American, who ‘escorted’ Granny into In Salah and had Ray arrested,
which held the party up for three days while he faced a court appearance and a fine. I won’t repeat
Ray’s opinion of American oil company officials.
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The now thoroughly scavenged Bedford with Ray dressed like a Tuareg. The full story appears
above. The man exiting left is ? Jones of the Overlander (so they hadn’t left us further south as I
may have stated earlier). We past many abandoned vehicles during our crossing, this is why the
Algerian Government doesn’t allow vehicles not travelling in a convoy to cross the Sahara.

Shortly after finding the Bedford, we came across a skeleton of a different sort. Bones aren’t
uncommon in these parts, but the passing of a salt caravan at the same time was fortuitous.
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We were now driving in the gap between the Grand Erg Oriental and the Grand Erg Occidental,
with the landscape transformed from rocky hardness to a million sand dunes, stretching to each far
horizon and hundreds of miles beyond. However, when it seemed the sand road would go on for
ever, El Goléa, which is much like the oasis of story books – palm trees, pools and shady courtyards – emerged out of the haze in all its lush greenness.
North of the town the sand dunes crowd in on the road and those of us who felt inclined to
exercise climbed them at every opportunity. The Grand Erg certainly lives up to its name and from
the top of a dune you really do get an impression of grandness as the dunes sweep like ocean waves
out to the horizon in all directions.

It speaks volumes for the old Bedfords, and also for Ray’s skill as a mechanic, that the only
difficulties we had with the vehicles was when a spring on Granny’s trailer broke. Jan and I were
despatched into the desert to find a hunk of wood to replace it, which took us about two hours.
It’s surprising how much wood is lying around in the desert, even in such an unlikely spot as this.

The wood Jan and I found worked a treat. Ray with Clive, in red, and a Swiss passenger.
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Whenever we stopped near dunes we’d behave like kids let out of school and see who could get to
the top first. From the tops, though, we had wonderful views for hundreds of miles in all directions.
The Tuareg have many names for the different topographical regions of the Sahara – as the Eskimo
have for snow. These photos are actually one that I made into two so as not to lose detail.
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Me, taken by Jan Brown on a dune in the Grand Erg Oriental.

Clive Imrie
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Jan Brown

A Tuareg Targui - a real ‘man of the desert’.
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Scenes like these are a reminder that many people live frugal, nomadic lives in the Sahara.
Tuareg tent, with enamel pots (gerbers)for water and even a milk container – all the trappings for nomadic families. These
tents can be dismantled and re-erected quickly, and everything will fit on the back of camels.
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I have mixed feelings looking at these photos of impoverished desert children, since they appear to be so
malnourished. I can’t imagine what the future was to hold for them as there have been such prolonged
droughts and the Tuareg tribe has become increasingly destitute; it’s not surprising, then, that the children
of these children are now in headlong rebellion in the countries they live in.
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More wayside children

Our equivalent of the Tuareg’s tents and camels.
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The family outside their tent – apparently waiting for the father’s return.
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In the Tuareg tradition, it’s the men who wear the ‘veil’ (the tagelmoust) and not the
women, so it’s the man who should never show his face in public. They often carry
swords – as with the man on the left – and all the equipment they need for survival will
fit on the backs of their camels. The principle task of the man is to search the desert for
pastures for their animals and to protect their families.
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Contrasting temperatures – early morning and midday
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One morning, as we were breaking camp, five Tuareg Targui turned up to check us out. None spoke, not even to each
other, but they studied us with cool interest. They were neither friendly nor unfriendly
- and they didn’t seem to be posing. Perhaps they were simply curious.

The road narrows as it comes to a pass and we dropped down from the plateau towards the little
oasis town of El-Goléa.
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Salt workings near El Golea. Salt is a most valuable commodity.
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Salt worker
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The road winds down steeply out of the Grand Erg Occidental into the oasis town of El-Goléa in Algeria.
According to Kenneth and Julie Slavin, authors of ‘The Tuareg’ (published in 1973), a tarmac
road was to be built from the north and a multi-storey hotel was planned for this gem of a town.
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Another view of lovely El-Golea

In the High Atlas beyond Laghouat in Algeria.

By the time we arrived at Ghardaïa, a much larger town than El-Goléa, we’d become aware that we
were leaving the Sahara. It seems strange, but in my mind, the trans-Africa journey was over when
we left the desert; almost as if we’d come to the end of our journey, even though it would take us
another twelve days to reach London. I had mixed feelings about this; although driving west along
the ridge of the Atlas Mountains through Laghouat was beautiful, it was an anti-climax after our
adventures in East and Central Africa and the Sahara. Maybe we’d been travelling for too long –
perhaps the best part of three months spent with the same group of people in the back of a Bedford
truck had taken its toll . I wonder if that’s how submariners feel after a long stint underwater. Living
so primitively had also probably begun to pall and I’d been on the move almost continuously since
June, so, although I don’t recall being conscious of it at the time, I must have been longing to stay in
one place and sleep in a bed again.
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We duly crossed into Morocco at Figuig on the 11th January – without the political difficulty we
were expecting – and then headed for Fes through Boudenib, Ksar es-Souk, near where we spent our
119th night, Midelt and Sefrou across some, what seemed to us after so long in the Sahara and the
High Atlas, very green countryside.
Looking back, I would have loved to spend more time in Fes, which is a truly magnificent and
beautifully preserved mediaeval city, but we arrived there on the 121st day of the journey and I was
satiated with looking at places and people. I wandered a bit aimlessly around the city looking at
things, but only half taking them in. I’m sure the others were in much the same state and we’d
probably all taken on that glassy-eyed look you see on the faces of tourists who aren’t quite sure
whether it’s Tuesday or Wednesday, or whether they’re in Paris or Brussels. Also, I have to keep
reminding myself, I was virtually out of money – as we all were – and that can put a dampener on
sight-seeing.
On the day we left Fes, we passed Volubilis, an extremely well preserved Roman city with some
wonderful murals (I discovered much later) but I couldn’t raise sufficient enthusiasm to look around
it – so I only saw it from the road. Our farewell to Africa was on the 17th January at Ceuta, where we
spent our hundred and twenty-third night since leaving Johannesburg, waiting for the ferry to take us
to Algeciras. Three days later, after a stopover in Paris, we arrived in London.
I’ll let the series of photos taken in Morocco end this account of my journey through Africa.
Incidentally, given my earlier comments about not buying film in Tamanrasset, I can’t account for how I was
able to take this last series. Perhaps I had another roll of film in my pack that I wasn’t aware of in Tam,
because I’m sure that by the time we left Algeria I was just about out of money, although I would have saved
some sterling to see me across the Channel.

The Souk at Figuig – you can just see our New Zealand passenger (name forgotten) in light blue,
with Pippa Pipe-Wolfestan - one of our ‘honourables’ - a great, great, great, etc, grand-niece of
Samuel Pepys. All three, plus the New Zealander, completed the journey, and were great company.
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A walled town in Morocco

A street in Figuig, just inside the Moroccan border. Note the
dress and characteristics of the men compared to the Tuareg.
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A tailor in Figuig. A feature of North Africa, as it was in Kano, is that much industry and
commerce is conducted in full view – note the Singer sewing machine.
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In Figuig
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The Market
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A busy Figuig street.

Ksah-Es-Souk – a lake between Boudenib and Midelt in Morocco.
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Another ‘I wonder what he’s doing’ moment at Figuig Market.

Detail from the same shot.
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Moroccan Merchant, Fes.

Another detail from an earlier photo.
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In the High Atlas – such a contrast to the desert, which isn’t far south of here.

A young farmer sowing – agriculture here is done in the traditional way.
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The ploughing is also done old-style. You can just see Roman Volubilis in the distance.

Sheep grazing
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Two-donkey team.
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On the move. Morocco.
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A hill-top flour-mill, Northern Morocco.

Carrying the flour home.

The Atlas Mountains.
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The closest I got to Roman Volubulis. The lower photos were two from the same panoramic shot.
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There are some surprisingly beautiful splashes of colour in the Moroccan countryside.
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The Bou Inania Madrasa (religious school) Fes, built in 1351.
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Inside the Madrasa.
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In the souk at Fes
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A leather tanning and dyeing outdoor workshop – probably as old as the Madrasa – Fes, Morocco.
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Detail from photograph on Page 255. This was possibly the most colourful scene from the whole trip … and definitely the
smelliest.
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How it’s done.

Another detail from Page 255.
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In a Fes side-street.

The Royal Palace, Fes, Morocco
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Royal Palace doors – Fez
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.

Granny arriving in Malaga, Spain, following her penultimate ferry ride. She really was a tough old cookie;
she’d done about twenty-six thousand miles (London to Johannesburg, then back again – plus some more in
South Africa) and that hadn’t been her only expedition to South Africa. She’d also seen army service.

Algeciras, Spain – our European destination.
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Some of Granny’s crew: (l to r) Sheila Ashley, who flew home from Zaire with jaundice and
then rejoined us for the desert crossing; Simon Merren; our New Zealander; Annette Leutert, Max and Peder our Swiss contingent - and between them, Bina, who loaned me her coat for the Kilimanjaro climb; name
forgotten; Pippa Pipe-Wolfestan, Samuel Pepys’ great, great, great – plus a few – great grand-niece.

My last clear memory of the journey was when we descended on a motorway services somewhere
south of London. We must have cut a bizarre sight, since it was mid-winter and none of us had
anything more than the clothes we’d worn in the desert – including, in some cases, djellabas.
Later that night, Ray dropped me off in central London, so sadly there was little opportunity to say
goodbye, or even to say thank you properly to him, or to my fellow travellers, for an extraordinary
journey. I arrived in London dressed little better than a vagrant, but luckily I’d arranged to spend my
first two nights in Peckham with the mother of Roger Reynolds, an old friend from Malawi, so I
didn’t have the embarrassment of booking into a hotel.
We’d driven for over 13,000 miles through Africa in 123 days (nearly 18 weeks); add to that the
distance from Southern Spain to London, which we did in three days (via Paris) and you have the
Johannesburg to London 1973/4 Encounter Overland expedition. I’ve looked for an equivalent on
the Internet and, as far as I can see, no professional company does trips through the centre of the
continent now, although one I believe travels down the eastern side from Egypt into Ethiopia and
Nairobi and even further south and west. A few individuals do it, how successfully, though, isn’t
made clear. Ruth Harvey (now McBain) the daughter of Rachel and Tony, friends from my Malawi
days, travelled down the west coast in about 1998, but even that route seems to be inaccessible now
due to politics and/or conflicts.
My overland journey had included Istanbul to Bombay, Malawi to Salisbury, from Delhi to Bombay,
from Malawi to Rhodesia and from Bulawayo to Cape Town by train; and from Cape Town to
Windhoek and Swakopmund and back to Cape Town by road. I’d also flown from London to
Istanbul, from Bombay to Nairobi, from Nairobi to Malawi and from Cape Town to Johannesburg.
All of this, and everything in between, cost just £960.
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